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INTRODUCTORV
A'lOirS editions of this work have
jipeared under the title, "Gateways
Tourist Travel."
From the fact
lat the earlier issues simply pointed
le tourist to the "open door" of sumnier resorts, with little of amplified
iption, the title was then more appropriate but with a broadened
scope and an expanded field of
illustration, the word "gateways"
seems misleading, and has therefore
f

'

;

been dropped.
Dealing with the subject of Tourist
Travel, it mav not be amiss to say
that no systt:n of transportation

on the American continent affords
so wide a range of scenery or so
great a variety of attractions as
does the Grand Trunk Railway
System, and its immediate connections. With 4,186 miles of

under one manone of the most ex-

track, operated

agement, it is
tensive railway properties in the
But the question of mileage alone, important as it is, by no
means determines the magnitude of its tourist business. The fact that
its lines extend from the Atlantic seaboard to the great lakes, through
some of the grandest scenery on the American continent; that it has
branches and connections extending to almost untrodden wildernesses
world.

which offer fresh fields to the explorer, and that well-nigh endless variety
and novelty of scenery are characteristic of the country it traverses, all
these contribute their influe'nce to .swell the volume of tourist travel, and
give significance to the title which the Grand Trunk so worthily wears,
that of the " Popular Tourist Route of America."

—

The eastern terminus of the Sy.stem, at the .Atlantic seaboard, gives
access to the delightful coast resorts of Casco l^ay and its hundreds of
harbor and beautiful surroundings, is in itself a summer resort of more than ordinary
attractiveness. Westward from Portland, a few hours brings the tourist
to the gateway of the Rangeiey Lakes district, and to the incomparable
views of the White Mountains to be had from their eastern slopes.
Continuing onward to Montreal, the great Canadian metropolis, the
journey thence westward is through fine scenery, along the valley of the
majestic St. Lawrence, to the great cataract of Niagara, and terminating at Chicago, the commercial metropolis of the great Northwest;
ready access en route being afforded to the Adirondacks, the Muskoka
Lakes, Lake of Bays, Georgian Bay and Kawartha Lakes districts,
the w'hole affording a list of summering places beyond which the
tourist need not look for variety, as they include mountain, lake and
urban scenery, waterfalls, cascades and rapids, fishing and hunting resorts, salubrious climatic conditions for health-seekers, and in fact all
that can be desired by the summer tourist, whatever may be his quest
or the bent of his inclination.
islands, while the City of Portland, with its magnificent

—

A

tour of the principal cities on the line of the

Grand Trunk

Sys-

tem offers more variety and novelty, from the tourist's point of view,
than any similar journey on the American Continent. Architecturally,
they present the most striking contrasts of the ancient and modern,
some of these combined in the same city, as evidence of the march of
progress, the old gradually giving place to the new, but apparently
offering stout resistance to its innovations;. This is particularly noticeable at quaint old Quebec, one of the most interesting cities in America,
with its fortifications, historic reminiscences, and its delightful scenery

—

and surroundings.
This book will attempt

some

of the

many

to give the

reader a brief outline sketch of

attractions offered to the

bummer

tourist in a jour-

ney over what we confidently believe to be the most picturesijuc and
attractive tourist route on the American continent.

FROM CHICAGO TO THE SEA-COAST.
WHILE

the "star of empire," as declared liy tlie poet, is westward, the tide of tourist travel is unquestional)ly eastward, as

by the

evinced

ume

of

Chicago, the great western metropolis, and the principal western
terminus of the Grand Trunk System, via the direct route eastward,
briefly

vol-

which annually surges
from the west, northwest and southwest,

and seacoast

to

resorts

the fact that

great

West

is

themselves

the

the

populated with peo-

ties

To the
Chicago

their

opportuni-

sents

in a visit to tlie

tions;

"old homestead," and
naturally desire to see
the hills and
tains

much

moun-

cause

be, the vol-

tourist

busi-

is unmistakably larger than that which comes
In briefly describing the tourist resorts reached by the
great international highway of traffic, we propose to take the reader from

pre-

attrac-

many,

in-

less to describe

We

Dearborn station, our train comprising an equipment of
day coaches, Pullman palace sleeping cars, dining-car,
baggage and mail cars, vestibuled throughout, and provided with

ness originating in the west

pointed

from the

luxurious

east.

so

mence our eastward
journey, departing
from the well-ap-

Whatever the

may
of

many

must, therefore, com-

their ancestors were

ume

stranger,
itself

or illustrate them.

among which

reared.

so

upon

of the be-

deed, as to forbid any
attempt to enumerate,

descendants

whose

mind

holder.

ple of eastern origin,

vacation

will

vividly impress

largel\

who improve

the reproductions

from the camera to
give, even though
faintly, the impressions which the scenes

en route to the AtlanThis may be due
tic.
to

the

ney, trusting largely

mountain, lake,

to the

viewing

resorts which are
reached on the jour-

summer traflic

are soon speeding on our way across the
and Indiana, through the thriving cities
and past the
lakes which dot the landscape, crossing the southern boundary of Mich-

Leaving the busy

prairies of northern

and

villages,

among

city,

we

Illinois

flourishing farms, along the rivers

igan in about four hours from Chicago, soon reaching Cassopolis, the

railway station for

Diamond Lake,

one of the most charming of the many attractive
Its waters abound in fish, and
is celebrated.

lakes for which Michigan

shores are free from marsh and bog lands, consisting largely of
groves of hard wood, affording delightful camping and picnic grounds.
its

every approved appointment for the comfort and safely of passengers.

There are good hotels, and comfortable cottages may be rented; this
feature being one of the strong attractions of this locality. Additional
cottages have been erected since last season in response to the increasing demand, and while hotel accommodations are ample, the several
resorts on the lake shore are well supplied with temporary summer
homes, in close communication witli each other bv an excellent steam-

Among

the first of American Railways to adopt
Grand Trunk has brought this service to a
high standard of excellence. With the increasing demands made upon
it by an appreciative public, new dining cars have been added to the

Dining Cars.

the dining car system, the

equipment, which are models of elegance and convenience, the cuisine
being equal to that of the finest hotels, comprising not only the substanThe service is now rendered
tials but all the delicacies of the season.
a la carte, or on the European plan, and the passenger of little appetite
pays only for his own meal, while the man of "large capacity" does
the same,
a plan which gives better satisfaction than the former one
of a uniform price for meals of great diversity in quantity.
The dining car is made a prominent feature of the through trains
between Chicago and New York, the Grand Trunk cars running to

—

Suspension Bridge, and the Lehigh Valley rendering similar service
eastward, the west-bound trains being also served with all meals en
route.
On through trains via Montreal the dining car service is supplemented by cafe cars between Toronto and Montreal.
INTERIOR GR.^ND TR

:

boat service.

Diamond Lake

is

thus rendered an ideal locality as a

may be
may spend Sunday and

family resort, as the mother and children

located here, while

the husband and father

such other days as

business permits with his household flock, returning to the city as
business demands.
resort,

sums up

its

The Diamond Lake
attractions as follows

^%i^

folder,

which describes

this

would be

difficult to find a

summer

resort presenting so

many

desirable

v^CLL

I^«3£«*i

.

a

of this cunipany,

which may be had on application,

in

person or by

other manufacturing enterprises

mail.

to the tourist, especially

Leaving Cassopolis, another hour brings us to
Battle Creek, a flourishing city of some 20,000 inhabitants, noted
the world over for its great medical and surgical sanitarium, its health
foods, its extensive threshing machine works, steam pump factories, and

Battle Creek

is

if

in

;

the

first

named being most important

search of health and medical attention.

a recognized tourist point, special rates being granted

from all parts of the country, and is an "all-the-year-round" resort,
both for invalids and pleasure-seekers.
Pursuing our journey, we cross the State of Michigan in a north-

easterly direction, passing l.ansinfj, the capital

railway center, Flint, Lapeer,

Port
which is
Canada.
and is a
reason of

Huron, we reach

etc.,

its

and

;

Diirantl,

boundary between the United Stales and
on the west bank of the river,
importance, by
manufacturing and shipping interests.

also the national

This

city is delightfully located

place of
its

an important

at

eastern houndary, the St. Clair river,

THE

much commercial

ST.

CLAIR TUNNEL.

In view of the fact that the St. Clair KiveL

is

the

channel through which there annually passes a volume of shipping greater than that which enters the
jiort of New York, the crossing of the stream, in the
interests of a commerce equal in importance to that

of the

waterway

itself,

became a

que-stion of increasing gravity with

each succeeding year, and was happily solved by the successful construction and operation of the wonderful St. Clair Tunnel. The structure is equally interesting as an engineering feat, and its conception
and completion reflects great credit upon its projectors. It is a contin-

"

nous iron tube extending under

bed of the
proaches

nearly

and nineteen feet in diamwas 82,700,000. A reit:
"It seems

length,
eter.

tlie

and with its aptwo miles in

river,
is

Its cost

cent writer says of

significant that this tunnel permits

the intersection of this great water

highway by an equally great railway
system, without jeopardizing the international interests

which are

in-

volved in both, and renders especially appropriate the title, *the link
that binds two great nations.'

The

location

Huron

Port

of

natural advantages as a sum-

gives

it

mer

resort,

and numerous places

near by afford its people a range of
outing places, quite extensive in the
variety of their attractions.
ia

Beach

is

Huron-

a resort of growing im-

portance, at the junction of the lake

and river above the city. Gratiot
Beach is also a popular summering
and yet suffi-

place, easy of access,

ciently secluded to insure quiet and

comfort.

Stag Island,

down

stream,

presents the superior charms that
ever cling to an island resort with ;i
majestic stream constantly washing
its

shores.

Thi.s

resort

is

reached

by steamers, which make frequent
trips from the city.
ON THE

ST. CL.^IR RIVER,

OPPOSITE PORT HURON.

.

THE CITY OF THE

STRAITS.

"HE Southern Division of the Grand TrunU System, formerly the
*I
"Great Western," extends from Niagara Falls to Detroit, one
branch crossing at Windsor, opposite Detroit, the other at Sarnia, to
Port Huron, there connecting with the Detroit Division, which was formerly the extreme western extension of the Grand Trunk. Detroit is
now the western terminus of the Southern and Detroit Divisions, and is
reached from the west by way of Durand and the Detroit & Milwaukee
Division of the Grand Trunk System. A daily sleeping-car service is
maintained between Chicago and Detroit, via the Grand Trunk System
Detroit is beautifully located on the banks of the stream, which
here takes the name of Detroit River, being the same water-course as
known by the name of St. Clair River at Port Huron. It is one of the
most beautiful cities in America. Its broad streets, elegant buildings,
public and private, its grand water front, its fine parks, chief of which
'

is

the superbly beautiful " Belle Isle," together with

in all directions, conspire to render Detroit
cities

its

outlying resorts

one of the most attractive

on the .\mcrican continent.

It

has acquired a wide reputation, also, as a "convention

city,"

its

public-spirited citizens being ever alert to secure large gatherings of

every

sort,

political,

commercial, social and religious, for which

its

numerous well-kept hotels afford ample accommodation, and its varied
attractions offer strong inducements to the visitor who wishes to combine
business with pleasure.
is highly favored in the matter of both railway and steampleasure Ixiats being especially numerous, and the
reached by water, either by long or short journeys, are almost
unlimited. Several navigation lines make tiiis their starting point, and
others make it an important port of call.

Detroit

boat

facilities, the

resorts

IiEI.L£ ISLE

BRIDG

MT. CLEMKNS.

"yWENTY-TWO
*•

well

miles from Detroit, on the Detroit

Division of the Grand TrunI;,

known

as the

is

the celebrated

&

I'ort

lliinm

health resort,

"Carlsbad of America," and so styled from the mar-

velous cures of rheumatic and other disorders for which its mineral
waters are said to he an almost universal specific. The waters are olitained from wells drilled to a depth of from Soo to 1,300

feet,

and are

salt.
The lirst well was drilled by prosand was abandoned after being sunk 1,300
But tlie
feet, being regarded a forlorn hope as an oil producer.
water proving rich in salt, a company was organized for its development in that direction. The presence of other minerals, however, in

stronyly impregnated with

pectors in search of

oil,

too perceptibly large quantities, rendered the product of

little

value

;

but pending the settlement of that point its medicinal properties
were discovered, and from that discovery dates the popularity of
Mt. Clemens. Hotels and boarding houses, bath houses and sanitariums, have been added to the facilities of the place, and thousands of visitors who go there as invalids return to their homes in
all parts of the country, gratefully sounding the praises of Mt. Clemens and its wonderful baths.
The city has a population of nearly 7,000, and is located on
Clinton River, some three miles from Lake St. Clair, the river being
navigable from the city to the lake, by a winding course, some seven
miles in extent, a fact which renders a stay at Mt. Clemens enjoyable, frequent excursions to Star Island and the St. Clair Flats being
available to the visitor.

The

residence streets are hand.vmiely shaded, adurneil

beautiful homes,

and

lighted by electricity.

witli

A

system of water
works, electric railway, good public schools, and other metropolitan
features render the place desirable for residence, and the business
interests of the city are well cared for by a Chamber of Commerce,
w-ell

an organization of the leading business men, whose public-spirite<i
keep its claims well to the front, and

efforts in behalf of their city

contribute largely to

A

its

prosperity.

feature of special interest to the health-seeker

is

the fact

tli.ii

accommodations ranging from the
economical private boarding house to the palatial hotel with all
modern improvements. Bath houses are numerous, and the services
of resident physicians are always available to give directions as to
treatment, and keep a careful watch over the welfare of the patient.
all

classes can be cared for, the

/r<^

DETROIT AND PORT HURON TO NIAGARA FALLS.
T7I«lM
-'

iiig

Detroit the tourist

may

River Thames, and boating is one of the summer recreations. The
manufacturing interests cover a wide range of products, and many of
them are on an extended scale. London is an important railway
center, and its station is always a busy place.
Continuing eastward, we pa.ss Dor-

cross the river to Windsor, proceed

thence by the Southern Division to Niagara Falls via Chat
visit the famous Tunnel, lit

ham and London. Or if he desires to
may go to Port Huron, thence eastward
by the main line to Toronto or Montreal, or to Niagara via London and
the Southern Division.
Across
Sarnia, Ont.
the river from Port Hu-

chester, Ingersoll

—

ron

lies

the

crossing of the Georgian

Bay

some

six

or seven

attractions as a

ron,

it

It

a place of no

lit-

commercial im-

portance, has a doz-

en or more hotels,
and offers many at-

summer

Like Port Huhas the noble

Erie

Trunk System.
is

tle

population,
thousand
and possessing many
resort.

& Lake

Branch of the Grand

flourishiniff

city of Sarnia, a place

of

and Wood-

stock, the latter being the

tractions to tourists

St.

lor

Clair River for a water

and the beaches of
Lake Huron, lying to the

a

summer

so-

front,

Paris is the junction
with the Buffalo lS:

l.oint

north, with their fine bathing,

boating and fishing facilities,
good hotels, cottages, &c.
Eastward from Sarnia, en route

to

Niagaru

lation of

Falls, we pass several prosperous towns, among
tunn
them Wyoming, Watford and Strathroy, and fiftynine miles from the Tunnel we are at
London, one of the most flourishing cities in the Domin
has a population of about 40,000, plenty of good hotels, am

attractions tor

summer

visitors.

Like

its

English prototype,

it

place for tourists,
sAKNiA, ONT.

nized curative virtue, as well as picturesque scen-

,

ery and pleasant drives.

Branches
has

its

Harrisburg, ten miles from Paris, at the junc-

& Bruce and Brantford & Tilsonburg
Grand Trunk System, is a town of about 300

Wellington, Grey

tion of the

of

population.

Goderich Branch of the
vM and Trunk, and has a popuabout 3,500. It is an attractive
having sulphur springs of recog

the

Dundas
of

one

of tiic

Valley. Just before leachiiii:^ Uamiltun, \\e lia\'e a view
most picturesque bits of scener>' in Canada. For se\eral

miles the road skirts the side of the mountain, at the foot of which
the village of

Dundas, with the valley stretching away

the town, the view from the train

beauty.

making

The town has a population

of

a

about

-i.ooo,

some

ccleljrity as a

but for

tlie

summer

niineial springs

Hamilton

is

resort, not

situated on Burlington Bay. at the
rising froiTi the shore to the foot of

is

acquiring

of the

foi

the beauty of

its

scenery,

distant.
It is

beautifully

head of Lake Ontario, the streets
Hamilton mountain, a large portion
town occupying a level plateau at the base of the highlands
which overlook the city. The situation affords a rare
combination of beautiful scenery. The lofty elevations,
accessible by two inclined railroads, present beautiful
views of the bay and lake, with the city in the foreground, bustling with its animated business and manufacturing interests, which are of no small proportions.
With its advantages for navigation and railroad facilities
combined, the commercial interests of Hamilton are well
cared for. The Tort Dover Branch of the Grand Trunk
extends from Hamilton to Port Dover, forming rail connection lietween Lake Erie and Lake Ontario; the
Toronto Branch extends to the main line, thirty-eight
miles distant, and the Hamilton & Allandale Branch
gives railway service to the Muskoka and Georgian Bay
region. The railway dining room at Hamilton is one of
the best on the line. It is kept by Mr. George Moore,
whose efforts to please the public have given the station a
line reputation for the excellence of the cuisine and courtesy and promptness of the service.
From Hamilton eastward to Niagara Falls, much of

both sides of

and

only

and baths, three miles

a fJouiishing city of 50,000 people.

of surpassing

at

panorama

lies

iHii

lourney

lies

along the shore of Lake Ontario,

in the

what has been aptly termed "the garden spot of
Canada." Fine fruit farms and flourishing vine-

miilsl of

iqjper

yards greet the eye, interspersed with glimpses of the
lake or bits of charming
tliere

woodland scenery, with here and

a thrifty village giving evidence of the prosperity

country through which we are now passing.
Stoney Creek, the first station east of Hamilton,

of the

offers the attraction of a twenty-mile lake beach,

creek

falls,

and

tlie

St. Catharines, with a population of about 10,500,
the

is

the center of

and an important shipping point. It has mineral
pleasant walks and drives, picturesque scenery, and other attrac-

Niagara

wells,

twent}"-mile

eighty feet descent.

fruit belt,

summer tourists, together with electric railway connections
with Thorold, Merritton and Port Dalhousie. Extensive manufacturing interests contribute to the welfare of the city, including cutlery
works, saw factories, paper mills, Irair-cloth factories, etc.
tions for

Merritton, two miles further east, is a place of some commercial
having a population of about 1,800. It is the junction of
iiic Welland Branch of the Grand Trunk System, extending from Port
Colborne on Lake Erie to Port Dalhousie on Lake Ontario. Its princiii|iortance,

1
with a population of 500. lias a historic reminder in the Stonev Creik
battle ground, and a line beacii for a summer resort. Winona, li\Lmiles further, is a small and quiet place, with similar attractions in tin

way

of lake shore resorts, where cottages may be rented for the season.
five miles and we are at
Grimsby, with its Grimsby and Victoria Parks, mountain views,
and fine fruit farms. The town has a population of about 1,000, and
several industries growing out of its frait interests, such as canning and

Another

evaporating works, basket factory, etc.
Beamsville, 206 miles from Windsor,
well

known

for

its

is

a town of about 900 people,

extensive stone quarries, the owner,

Wm.

Gibson,

M. P. having supplied much of the stone for the St. Clair Tunnel.
Jordan, six miles further east, a small town of about 200 inhabitants.

pial

manufacturing interests are paper and pulp, cotton, carriage goods,

henl

stuff, etc.

It is

ninr

iiiilrx f,<,ni

Xi;i-:u;i F;i,K,

NIAGARA
X
ij

y

F

ALL
sorts

the pleasure re-

on the American

probaljly

continent

none receive annually so

many
,

mous

as

visitors

the fa-

cataract where the

waters of Lake Erie
come tumbling in

grand

one

plunge,

over a precipice one

hundred and

sixty-

four feet in height, in
I

h e

i

mad

r

rush

toward the ocean, by
way of Lake Ontario

Lawrence
While there
are waterfalls of greatei hciglit, the immense volume of water, and the
sheer descent of the unbroken plunge, give to Niagara a sublimity
which height alone cannot impart. The tumultuous rapids above the
falls, and the deep gorge below, add not a little to the grandeur of the
and the

St.

Kiver.

scene,

whUe

the historical traditions associated with the entire neigh-

borhood render a

To

describe

Niagara an event long to be remembered.
Niagara is impossible. The finest writers in the

visit to

English language are compelled to acknowledge the feebleness of
words in attempting to convey to their readers an impression of the
gland spectacle. One of the most graceful of modern English writers,
Charles Dickens, describes his feelings on first beholding Niagara, in
his " American Notes," and probably no description has been mrtre

widely read or more frequently quoted.

He

says

:

"

At

length,

we

FALLS.
and then for the first time, f heard the mighty rush of water,
the ground tremble underneath my feet. The bank is very
and was slippery with rain and haif-melted ice. I hardly know
liuw 1 gut dciwn, but I was soon at the bottom, and climbing, with two
l-^ngli.sh officers who were crossing and had juined me, lAer some
alighted

and

felt

steep,

;

;

broken rocks, deafened by the noise, half blinded by the spray, and
wet to the skin. We were at the foot of tlie American Fail. I could
see an immense torrent of water tearing headlong down from some
great height, but had no idea of shape, or situation, or anything but
vague immensity. When we were seated in the little ferry boat, and

were crossing the

!

;

arches

diately before the cataracts,

what
was

I
it

began to feel
was but 1

^lianL,nng

made!

;

in
a manner
stunned, and unable
to

comprehend

we

passed on that enchantetl grountl
What voices spoke from out the
thundering water what faces, faded from the earth, looked out upon
me from its gleaming depths; what -Heavenly promise glistened in
those angels' tears, the drops of many hue.s, that showered around, and
t w
n-e d
themselves
about the gorgeous
i

imme-

swollen river

view, and lessened in the distance, durnig the ten memorable days

which
the
rainbows
.

.

.

vander to and
cataracts

the

fro

day, and see the

all

from
view

all

vastness of the scene.

points

was not until
came on Table Rock,
great
looked
and
Heaven, on what a

stand upon the edge
of the great Horseshoe Fall, marking

bright-green

gathering strength as

It

1

—

fall

of

water!

— that

it

the

came

near to

my

Creator

too,
it

water

hurried

verge,

yet

to

the

seeming,

pause before

shot into the gulf

below

I

to

;

approached

it

upon me in its full
might and majesty.
Then, when I felt how-

of

;

to

gaze from

was standing, the first
and the endur-

the river's level up at

ing one

streaming down to
climb the neighboring heights and watch

the torrent as

effect,

— instant and
lasting — of the tre-

mendous
was Peace.

spectacle,

Peace of mind,

calm I'ecoUections of the dead,
nothing of gloom or teronce stamped upon my heart, an image of beauty
tranquillity,

Niagara was at
remain there changeless and indelible,
forever.
Oh, how the strife and trouble
ror.

came
;

great thoughts of eternal rest and happiness
to

it

;

until its pulses cease to beat

of daily life

receded from

my

it

through the

trees,

and

:

til.

water in the rapids hurr)-

shadow of the solemn
as, stirred by no visible
heaved and eddied and awoke the echoes, being troubled yet,
down beneath the surface, by its giant leap to have Niagara before

ing on to take

its

fearful

\

n the

rocks three miles below; watching the river
cause,
far

it

;

^•^

THE

SISTER ISLANDS

AM> T

me, lighted b)' the sun and by the moon, red in the day's decline, and
gray as evening slowly fell upon it to look upon it every day, and wake
up in the night and hear its ceaseless voice this was enough. I think
in every quiet season now, still do these waters roll and leap and roar
and tumble, all day long; still are the rainbows spanning them, a
hundred feet below. Still, when the sun is on them, do they shine and
;

;

when the day is gloomy, do they fall like
crumble away like the front of a great chalk cliff or

glow- like molten gold.

Still,

snow, or seem to
roll down the rock like dense white smoke.
But always does the
mighty stream appear to die as It comes down, and always from its
unfathomable grave arises that tremendous ghost of spray and mist
which is never laid; which has haunted this place with the same
dread solemnity since darkness brooded on the deep, and that first flood
before the deluge
light
came rushing on creation at the word of
God."
Since this description was penned, the river below the Falls has
been spanned with bridges, hotels have sprung up on either shore, and
facilities of approach have been multiplied, affording easy access to the
surging throng of visitors from all parts of the world. The governments, of New Vork on the one side and Canada on the other, have
won the gratitude of all by wresting from speculators the most desirable points of access, and creating free public parks, enabling the
scenery to be enjoyed by visitors without the endless clamor for
"bucksheesh" in the way of tolls, etc., such as formerly characterized

—

—

this resort.

The

who

view of the Falls may
obtain a general idea of the chief attractions within the compass of a
tourist

stops over

at

Niagara

for a

day, but will find a longer tarry the source of much pleasure, as it is the
testimony of all who extend the time of their sojourn at this resort that
the sublimity and grandeur of Niagara increases with a closer and

longer acquaintance.

Niagara River

and the total descent in that distance is 334 feet. Fake Ontario
being that much lower than Erie, which is 565 feet above sea level.
About a mile above the Falls the water commences to descend with
length,

great velocity, constituting what
latter

the outlet of

Lake

Erie, connecting

it

with

Ontario, the lowest in the great chain of lakes, which unitedly are the
largest inland reservoirs in the world. The river is only 33 miles in

known

The

as the Rapids, second in

and adding

by giving such an increased velocity

over the precipice.

to the interest of the

to the

water

in

its

total descent in this mile is 52 feet,

plunge

and the

waters come rushing and tumbling along the rocky bed of the stream,
which is here considerably narrower than

its

general

channel above.
Just above the
Falls are

several

small islands, connected by a sys-

tem

of
bridges
with one another

and the American
shore, and affording a magnificent

view
ids.

of the RapStanding on

one of the bridges,
or the upper shore
of an island, and

up

looking
stream,

the

pi^esented

is

the

view
grand

and impressive, as
the resistless tor-

is

is

interest only to the Falls themselves,

rent seems ready
to

overwhelm

in its course.

all

LLS,

FROM CANADIAN SHORE.

These

combined witli a sliarp curve in tlie course of the stream, widen the
feet, one-fourth of which is occupied by Go.at Island, the largest
which here extends to the extreme verge of the precipice, and divides the
stream and the Falls into two distinct parts.
The American Fall is about 1,100 feet wide, and the remainder, or Canada Fall, about
double the width, although from its curved or horse-shoe shape the line of the brink is
islands,

channel to about 4,750
of the group,

considerably longer than the direct breadth.

The waters of the American Fall
niake a sheer descent of 164 feet, wiiile
height of the Canadian Fall is from

'''^

"^^^^iSfci.'-

-^S

,

J

,

y

12 to 14 feet less,

;'

j

0j

owing

to the length-

ening of the Rapids, and the curve of
The volume of water in

the stream.

-^

Canadian Fall is much greater,
than that of the American,
and the impetus given by the Rapids
the

hov.-ever,

carries the water over the precipice with great

idocity.

and

it

forms a grand curve

in the

de-

rocky wall into the bed of the river below. The lower strata of this
of a loose shaly character, the action of the spray has hollowed it out, so that between the wall of rock and the descending wall of water a cavernous space exists, into which
lie tourist may venture by a rocky and somewhat perilous path from the
Canada side. It is
scent, falling clear of the

wall

bemg

I

heedless to say that a water-proof suit adds materially to the comfort of those who thus
Similar trips may be made under the American Fall, into what is known as the

venture.

"Cave

of the Winds." This is reached by descending a stairway from Goat Island, and climbing along the bank, by the aid of a substantial railing, to the entrance. The cavern is 160
feet long by 100 high and 100 deep.

Below the Falls, on the .A.merican side, is a stairway and inclined-i)lane railway, leading
and the wharf of the "Maid of the Mist," the little steamer which conveys
passengers, protected by water-proof suits, well up in front of the Falls, amid the spray and
.iver the turbulent waters not yet at rest from their mighty plunge.
This novel experience
t.i

the w^ater's edge,

Its

a feature of the visit to Niagara which should not be omitted, as it gives a better conception
f the awful height of the cataract than can be had from any other point of observation.
The banks below the Falls are very high and precipitous, and the channel contracts to less

is

than a thousand

feet,

varying in

tlie

descent to Lake Ontario, from 200 to 400 yards.

The

en-

from

tire river,

The changes

its

source to

its

mouth,

is

an interesting geological study.

that have taken place in the formation of

the topography of the country through which

it

its

banks, and

passes, furnishes

much

food for conjecture, upon-which several theories have been constructed,
one of which seems to be quite universally adopted, viz., that the Falls

have gradually receded from a point below

shows a distinct and separate fall on the Canadian side, similar to
American Fall, the dividing rock of which has evidently fallen
since the sketch was made.
The gorge below the Falls is scarcely less attractive than the cataract itself. The sudden narrowing of the channel throws the water into
violent
commotion,
and the rapids, beginthe

ning

their present location,

some say

Lake

Ontario,

being

this

recession

due

to the

the

water upon the

Grand

Steel- Arch

Kridge and continuing to the Whirlpool,
constitute a scene of
grandeur and sublimity, and impress the
Ijeholder with a sense
of the awful power of

Lewiston, seven miles

from

the

at

Trunk

down

as far

as the high bluff at

action of

sections of the rock\

bed which have successively formed the

the resistless stream.

The

electric railway

verge of the cataract,

lines

down

and

which have

doubtless

varied

character

along

course of

the

The
spray

action

and

the one

hank on the Cana-

the

dian shore, the other

the

^'orge

tlie

away

the softer substratum,
'

followed by the crumbling and
water.

fall

of the upper, thinner stratum under the pressure of the

This theory

is

abundantly supported by the fact that similar

memory of living witnesses, the latest being
of a large section of the brink of the " Horseshoe " during the

?OM

tit)RGK

range."

RAILWAY.

The

tourist

close

,

Falls, at the foot of Falls Street,

by the suspension bridge

line,

encircling the famous Whirlpool, and passing Brock's

just

above Queenston.

ancient sketcli of the Fall by Father

Hennepin

This

i

close

going down by one route, crossing the
Lewiston, and returning by the other

river

An

„

the round trip by ticketing from Niagara

a

year just past.

,

vation and at

may make

occurrences are within the
fall

the

the

to

water on the American bank, enable the
visitor to view the
river both at an ele-

vio-

lence of the rebounding waters wore

down

iNtending

river.

of

the river,

on the high

in

at

trip

monument,

includes the crossing of the lesser

by the trolle>" line which extends ti) the American shnrc.
Niagara are scarcely less charming than those of summer, as the ice
bridge, frozen spray, and other features peculiar to the reign of "Jack Frost" combine Ui
render it a scene of gorgeous splendor, especially in the dazzling sunlight.
One has not fully seen Niagara who has not witnessed all her changing moods, at all
steel-arch bridge nearest the Falls,

The winter views

of

seasons of the year.

Aside from

its

scenic attractions, the entire vicinity of Niagara abounds in historic lore,

as well as ancient tradition less authentic.

Indian legends are connected with almost every

point of interest, and stories of border skirmishes and battles more or less sanguinary,

some
them of national importance, may be heard from the intelligent carriage drivers, who
combine the office of historian with that of coachman, and often possess a fund of infornia
of

tion

worth

fully as

much

as their fare.

THE GRAND TRUNK STEEL-ARCH BRIDGE.
At the time of its erection. .Suspension Bridge was regarded as the climaN of engmeering
and daring, and for many years it has been justly regarded as one of the great bridges
It was opened for traffic in 1855, and has therefore done service for more than
forty years. The original bridge had wooden trusses suspended on stone towers, and in 1880
the suspended structure was changed to steel, the stone towers giving place to steel six years
later.
The length of the bridge between towers was 822 feet, and the height of the railway
trn.-k- nlH.vc the xvnt.-r was 2;S f^.-t
skill

of the world.

fLike
1

.

iridge

many another marvel, this great
has become only a m.emory, giv-

place

iiig

to

the

steel-arch

structure

I

1

>ho«-n on the following page.
I

iridge

is

no

less a

This new
remarkable engineer-

was

the old, especially in

ing feat than
\

iew of the fact that its entire construcincluding the removal of the old

tion,

.structure,

was accomplished without

Mi.spension of

idea of the bridge

volved in

its

the

traffic.

The engraving

gives a good general

and the principles

construction.
27

From

in-

abut-
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GRAND TRUNK NEW DOUBLE-TRACK STEKL-ARCH BRIDGE, AT NIAGARA

/

FALLS.

i:/|,

—r—nrr'
/(]/'!:

merits on either

bank springs

highest point 226 feet above

a steel arch,

tlie

water.

spanning the gorge, with

The span between

the piers

its

is

550 feet, and a trussed span at each end 115 feet long connects the arch
with the bluff. The total length of the bridge with its approaches is over
or
It has two decks
1,100 feet.
the upper one, thirty feet
wide, occupied by the double track
of the Grand Trunk Railway, the
floors,

lower comprising a broad carriageway in the center, and footwalks
outside of all, making a total width
of fifty-seven feet.

The

sustaining strength of the

structure

is

enormous,

and

the

doubts and fears which timid passengers could never quite subdue
concerning the old bridge are now
effectually
ity

banished by the solidwith its six

of this structure

pounds

million

of steel.

The

en-

bridge was fashioned by the
Pennsylvania Bridge Conipan}-, in
their shops at Steelton, Pa., and
shipped in sections, the ribs of tlie
main arch being in twenty-five ton
tire

sections.

On removing
was found

to

the old bridge

ii

be yet good for man\

years of service, but the policy of

Grand Trunk System has ever
been that of taking no chances, and
this expenditure of a half million
the

dollars
safety.

was made

to insure absolute

The bridge was

ilSi)7,

and the

festivities

by thousands of people, the event being one
tance.

by a threewere participated in

lorinallv dedicated to the public service

day's carnival, .Sept. 2^^-25.

of international impor-

FROM PORT HURON TO TORONTO.
npHE main line
tlie St.

of the

Grand

Trunli

System extends eastward frum
To-

Clair Tunnel, in quite a direct route, via Stratford, to

ronto and beyond, tlirough a prosperous section of country, passing

and villages and well-tilled farms.
by this route comprises througli coaches, and
through Pullman sleeping cars from Chicago to Boston, via Toronto.
Montreal, and the Central Vermont Line; also sleeping-car service to
Portland and Quebec, together with cafe car service between Toronto

several flourishing towns

The

train service

comers, while maintaining aa excellent standard on public morals, and
a fine educational system, rendering the city a desirable place of resi-

dence from l)oth a commercial and a social point of view.
As a sunmier resort, Toronto has many attractions.
tempereil by the lake breezes, is salubrious and delightful.

and Montreal.
Stratford, eighty-four miles from Toronto,

some ten thousan

.1

is

a thriving city of

population, with flourishing manufactures and im-

portant railway connections.

next in our journey, and

we

Berlin,

are soon

Guelph and Georgetown come

among

the suburbs of a great city,

and after getting a good view of Lake Ontario, we roll into the handsome station at Toronto.
Beautifully situated on the north shore of Lake Ontario, surrounded
with lovely natural scenery, ornamented with charming public parks,
elegant buildings, and hundreds of church edifices, Toronto has an undoubted right to the title of "The Queen City of Canada," as well as
a good claim to the sub-title of "The City of Churches."
The town was founded by Governor Simcoe, in 1794, and was given
the name of York, by which title it was known until its incorporation
as a city in 1834,

when

it

received the Iroquois

name

it

now

bears.

At

it had a population of less than ten thousand, but gave promrapid growth, which has been fully realized, inasmuch as compc

that date
ise of

tent judges estimate the iiresent population at

two-hundred and twenl\

thousand.

This phenomenal growth is due largely to the energy and public
spirit of her people, who have given substantial aid and encouragement
to the location of new enterprises, and a hearty welcome to all new-

BANK OF MONTREAL,

Its climate,
Its beautiful

ba)",

protected

Ij\'

tlie

island

fidiii

high winds or heav\ currents from

the lake, affords abundant facilities for aquatic sports, and regattas,

and water excursions of every sort. Multitudes of steamers and ferry boats ply between the city and the pleasant
parks and groves in the vicinity, and the pleasure-loving inhabitants
carnivals, yachting trips

visitors give them abundant iiatronage. Hanlan's Point is the resoi t
and on pleasant days throughout the summer its avenues
and walks are thronged with picnic parties and casual visitors. Lome
Park and Long Branch are reached by the Toronto Branch of the
Grand Trunk, and are both delightful resorts, the former beautifully laid

and

of the masses,

out,

and

free to

all.

Steamers make frequent

trips to

I-onij

Branch,

tracts of woodland, laid out in fine drives and
broad avenues. High I'ark, at the western terminus of the Queen Street car line, is a beautiful
tract of two hundred acre.s, with undulating sur-

and the lluniber River.
more than ordinarily attractive. Many of its
broad and beautifully shaded, adorned with elegant resi-

Victoria Park,

The
streets

city

are

itself is

many beautiful

face

outlying suburbs, in several directions, are magnificent

east,

dences and stately church
parks,

and

its

edifices.

Within

its

limits are

and wooded

Rosedale,

heights.

at the north-

is adorned with fine residences, while Queen's
Park, the Horticultural Gardens, and other charming resorts are found in the heart of the city.

The suggestive title

of the "City of

will strike the visitor as

Churches"

exceedingly appropriate,

view of the multiplicity of church
representing all denominational interests, and in an endlessdiversity of architecture.
The St. James Cathedral, on
King Street, is conspicuous by reason
of its spire, said to be
he
highest in America, while a
multitude of other costly and
imposing edifices greet the
eye on every hand.
Toronto is the center of
the public system of education for Ontario, and in its
successful
workings
the
in

structures,

I

people

take

commendable

Educational affairs
placed in charge of a
^lepartment of the Governnment, presided over by a
|iride.
lie

1

1

Miui^ler of the Crown, responsible to the Legislature.

The public

schools in Toronan index of popular
sentiment on this paramount
to are

st.

j

The buildings are thoroughly modern,
and the system the embodiment of tlie
Toronto 57 pulilic
schools, with 5S0 rooms, accommodating 34,600 pupils. The
separate schools carried on under public authority by the Roman Catholics are large and efficient institutions. There are
fiuestiun of education.

the teachers eftlcient,
best suggestions.

At

this writing there are in

three collegiate institutes, a
teachers,

the educational arch.
the

Normal School

and the great University

The

beautiful

University was destroyed

b\-

for the training of

of Toronto, the keystone of

and

fire

in

historic

building of

Feliruary,

1890. but

through the a.ssistance of the Provinaial Government, the
City Council, and many liberal friends throughout the counit has been restored to its former greatness, and now the
work is being carried on in a building even better adapted
try,

to its

needs than ever before.

Among

of learning in the city, maintained

the other institutions

by the public, are the

Model School and Upper Canada College, the latter an institution of historic interest, and the alma inalt'r of some of

tlie

most distinguished men Ontario has ever produced.

also the seat of the Trinity University,

University, as well as a

number

McMaster

of great

Toronto

is

University, Victoria

colleges afiiliated with the

There are, besides, two Medical Schools, a
Pharmacy, a Veterinary College, a School of Practical
Science, two great Colleges of Music, and many other institutions of
learning. The Public Library is in truth a public library, maintained
wholly and directly by public funds, and open freely to all classes. It
is accommodated in a spacious and elegant building, well arranged for
the purpose, and has on its shelves, at the present time, something over
seventy-five thousand volumes.
The Board of Trade Building, elegant in its archileclure. is a fitting
illustration of the city's commercial enterprise.
This element of
Toronto's prosperity is well set forth in the remark of a Chicago business man who was asked his impressions of Toronto, to which he
replied, in words more forciljle than elegant, "Well, she is business from
the word go."
In addition to being the leading business and educational center in
Canada, Toronto is also the seat of government for the Province of
Ontario; and the new Parliament Building, in the Queen's Park, opened
April, 1893, for the first time, is abundant evidence of the prosperity of
the Province and the importance of the city. This building is the
most interesting feature in the city already more than usually attractive,
and it is claimed that it is one of the finest structures in Canada, and is
excelled by few on this continent. About Si, 500,000 have been expended
in its erection, and it has been some five years in building.
Although
everything connected with it is the best obtainable, and the Legislative
Chambers and Members' I-ibrary are perfect models of richness and

The new Union Station is one ol the finest in the Dominion, and
equaled by few passenger stations in America. Architecturally it is an
ornament to the city, and in the arrangement of its waiting rooms,

University of Toronto.

offices, train

College of

and summer tours.
Lake Ontario by steamer, and thence by rail to Niagara
Falls, is one which meets with much favor among summer visitors, and
is comparatively inexpensive.
The Richelieu & Ontario Navigation
Co. also makes this the starting point for the St. Lawrence River trip
to Montreal, Quebec and the Saguenay River, complete illustrated

beauty, experts say

it is the cheapest building of its kind ever erected
America. Its erection has evidently been free from the corruption
and "jobbery" which so frequently attend the construction of public

Toronto

The

sheds,

etc., it is

a credit to

all

concerned.

also a favorite point for excursions

is

trip across

descriptions of which localities will be found elsewhere in this jiublication,

with their attractions specifically set forth.

As

a "conventioit city," Toronto

especially for
this

summer

gatherings.

gaining no

is

The

attractions

end have been already outlined.

lake, with so

many

tainment of

visitors,

—

pleasing side trips in

Its
all

little

prominence,

which conduce

to

beautiful location on the

directions for the enter-

together with the fact that a public hall of im-

—

mense capacity,
the Massey Music Hall,
is
available for large
gatherings, and the hotel facilities are ample for the accommodation
of large crowds of visitors, coupled with the well-known hospitalit\' of
all combine to induce prompt acceptance of Toronto's inthe people,

—

vitation to conventions to assemble here.

Toronto is also reached from the west by way of Hamilton, the
Toronto & Hamilton Division of the Grand Trunk System, thirty-nine
miles in extent, being the line by which the travel from the Southern
Division, both east and west, is afforded an outlet to the north shore of
Lake Ontario. Through sleeping-car service is rendered by this line
between New York and Toronto, via Buffalo and Niagara Falls. The
route from Hamilton to Toronto is through a fine section of country,

in

with stretches of delightful scenery, glimpses being afforded of Lake
Ontario, as the road skirts its shores or the openings in the landscape

buildings.

reveal

its

glistening waters.

THK HIGHLANDS OF ONTARIO.
A

SECTION

of country lying north of Toronto,

^*- Northern and Midland

Divisions of the

and reached by the

Grand Trunk System,

has received the appellation of the "Highlands of Ontario," and is
fast becoming widely knov.n as a summer resort, the yearly increasing

throng of tourists attesting its growing popularity. It embraces the
country lying east of Georgian Bay, extending north to the Magneta-

lanJ.
It suggests the idea of some prehistoric upheaval of the great
deep, resulting in a nearly equal division of the surface, for many
hundreds of square miles, into land and water.
It

present

ma>- readily

many

lie

inferred

that such a section of countrv

GRAND TRUNK

and receives its name from the fact that its elevation
from seven hundred to one thousand feet above sea level. It is a

wan River
is

district,

region of singular attractiveness, botli by reason of

its

peculiar topog-

raphy and the resultant climatic conditions. A glance at the map of
this section of Ontario reveals a curious commingling of land and
water. Islands of every size, and almost without number, dot the larger
bodies of water, while lakes, big and little, diversify the surface of the

must

attractions to the tourist in search of scenery or sport,

wlONG

THE ISLANDS OF LAKE MUSKOKA.

in

size

from a mere pond to those of t\vent\' or tliirty
tiie largest being Muskoka, Kosseau, and
Their elevation is seven hundred and fifty feet

miles in length,
Joseph.

above Lake Ontario, and the healthfulness of the region
is proverbial, while the hunting and fishing are not surpassed anywhere.

The

ami the reader w;ll not Ije surprised to learn that this region is
constanly gaining in popularity as its advantages become
more widely known. Ready access to this section is had by

Grand Trunk Railto accommomaking close
connection with the steamers of the Muskoka Navigation Company, which ply upon the Muskoka Lakes and Magnetawaii
the trains of the Northern Division of the

way System, and

the

summer schedule

is

arranged

date the traveling public, with special reference to

River, and with the Northern Navigation
(limited

I

Company

of Ontario

covering the Georgian Bay.

The Muskoka

district

has some eight hundred lakes, varying

chief port of the

Muskoka steamers

is

Muskoka

Wharf,

southern extremit.v nf Lake Musko-

at the

Here the

ka.

tourist

may embark

for a

most de-

through the chain of lakes. The route
Bracebridge comprises ten miles of lake and six
miles up Muskoka River. At Bracebridge are to lie
seen the High Falls and the Great South Falls, lioth
notable attractions. The trip to Bala, the outlet of
the lake via Musquash River, comprises twenty one
lightful trip

to

At Bala, the water makes an attractive catsome twenty feet.
Port Carling is twenty-one miles from Gravenhurst. and on the way you may tarry at Beaumaris, beautifully situated on Tondern I.sland,
with splendid bathing and fishing facilities in
the vicinity. Reaching Port Carling, by way of
miles.

aract, falling abruptly

the Indian River, the passage into
is

made through

the locks

;

Lake

Ko.sseau

a fact which gives

Rosseau is
and Maplenear by, and from here there are daily
stages to Parry Sound, on Georgian Bay; also to
Maple Lake station, where connection is made
with the Canada Atlantic for Parry Sound.
this locality the title of "Interlaken."
at

the upper extremity of the lake,

hurst

is

Shadow River

flows into

Lake Rosseau, and

a canoe trip up the quiet stream

is

a delightful

with peraccuracy every overhanging tree, reproducing
each twig and leaf, the scene above the water
being exactly duplicated as in a gigantic mirror.
experience.

Its placid surface reflects

fect

At Port Sandfield, Lakes Rosseau and Joseph
are connected by a short canal.

Passing into the latter lake, the jourcontinued amid charming scenery, to Stanley Bay, twelve miles
ney
from Port Sandfield, while five miles more brings us to Port Cockliurn,
Besides the three lakes thus particularized.
at the head of the lake.
is

there are numberless .smaller ones, .scarcely less attractive, which

may

be reached overland, or by canoes up the streams which connect them
with the larger lakes and as many of these lakes and streams abound
in fish, the angler will find himself well repaid for the trip.
;

THE MAGNETAWAN DISTRICT.
The
it

picturesque

connects,

is

Magnetawan

River,

and the chain

north of the Musl^oka Lakes, and

it

of lakes

which

drains an area of

emptying its waters into Georgian Bay
at Byng Inlet, after many tortuous windings through the region of
country it traverses. The railway approach to this district is by Burk's
Falls, which stands upon the bank of the river, at the head of steam

some four thousand square

miles,

The
pany

commodious

fine,

of Ontario

I

limited

I

.steamers of the Northern Navigation
afford a delightful trip

scenery, connecting with the C^rand

Trunk

Com-

among

trains at

this charming
Midland and Pen-

etang for Parry Sound, passing through Indian Harbor, David's Ba\',
Moose Bay, Starvation Bay, and several narrows. The journey is a
tortuous one, through narrow channels and among wooded islands,

some of which seem

to bar the way; but the trip is safely made, and is
highly enjoyable. From here, the journey may be e.xtended to Point
aux Baril. Byng Inlet and French River, returning thence to starting
|Hiiiii. or to Collingwood. wlicre direct connection may be made for
'loronto and hunillon, bv rail.
1

bays and

inlets contribute to tlie turtuoiis

windings of the channels

in

wondrous archipelago, and to the picturesqueness of the scener>-.
The islands in the bay are not less than 30,000 in number, and range in
size from the merest dot on the water to the Great Manitoulin, many
this

miles in extent. They also present a picturesque variety, as to their
general appearance. Some are liare and rocky others are clothed with
verdure to the very water's edge. Here, one rises abruptly in castellated
pinnacles, and anon another is densely wooded, with inviting shades,
;

offering delightful shelter to the camper.

EN SOUND, ONT.

If

a longer jiiurne\

li\

\\ater

is

desired,

commendation.
Navigation
this service.

alon^ tlie north
one wortliy of liigli

llic trip

shore to Saidt Ste. Marie and Maclcinac Island

is

is

accomplislied by the steamers of the Northern

Company of
The boats

Ontario, Ltd., whicli line is fmely equipped for
touch at the principal ports along the north

This

shore and yn the large islands, and the passengers find frequent opportunities of enlivening the trip

of the

many

by a run on shore, or a

flying visit to

points of interest to be found on the journey.

some

The Indian

no little curiosity, and their inhabitants turn out
eii masse when the boat comes in, some of the women with their l)asket
antl bead work to offer the passengers, while tlie men ant! cliildren
villages are objects of

have freshly-caught fish, and berries of various kinds, from which llie
boat's stores are sometimes replenished.
The round trip from Collingwood, Meaford, or Wiarton, occupies
about six days, and as the ticket includes meals and berths, the appetizing influence of lake breezes and the excellence of the cuisine conspire
to make the journey one of both health and pleasure, as well as inexpensiveness.

The lumbering

interests of the

Georgian Bay

district are of large

importance, and are in the hands of enterprising firms,
Imsiness on an extensive scale.

who conduct

the

Owen Sound,

conlainiiig a population of about 8,000 inhabitants,

on the Owen Sound Bay, an arm of the Georgian
acknowledged to be one of the most up-to-date, prosperous
and thriving towns in the Province of Ontario. It is easy of access by
the Grand Trunk Railway. There are a dozen or more magnificent
palatial steamers plying between the town and almost every port and
summer resort on the upper Lakes. There are a number of summer resorts situated on either side of the Owen Sound Bay, and within a few
miles of the town, where cottages may be rented by tourists at reasonable rates, and excursion boats ply between the town and these resorts.
It is no wonder that Owen Sound, in its residential portions, conis

tains so

It is

many

In the

Ijeautifully situated

Kay.

that

its

features of attractiveness fur tourists

first

place,

it

natural situation

may
is

one

and

excursionists.

be stated, without fear of contradiction,
of the most charming imaginable. On

and west, arise mighty limestone cliffs above
banked by thick growths of beech and maple.

three sides, south, east

green terraces of

On

hills,

the north side

is

the picturesque Bay, stretching to the outer waters

of the blue Georgian.

Through the valley run two small but

beautiful

Sydenham and Pottawatamie.
favorable situation, Owen Sound is sheltered from storms,
and in summer is cooled by the invigorating breezes from the Georgian
Bay. The prevailing winds are from the west, and, having crossed
rivers, the

By

its

The parks
trees.

are large, numerous,

Facilities for

accommodation

is

summer

and planted with a profusion of
For these, ample

sports are admirable.

afforded in a public pleasure ground of

fifty acres,

on a plateau, 100 feet above the water level, and
overlooking the whole town and bay, and on which there is a first-class
bicycle
track.
half-mile horse and
So far as boating is concerned, no town could possibly lie more
favorably situated. With two rivers and a bay noted for its safety, the
lover of the water here finds ample opportunity to indulge his taste.
Boats are for hire, and sailing, rowing and canoeing are much indulged
There is also good trout fishing within easy distances of the town.
in.
Another feature of Owen Sound is its ample, first-class hotel accommodation. In this respect the town is certainly unequaled, except by the
largest cities. The majority of the hotels occupy large and substantial
buildings, and are excellently managed, and at least two of them enjoy
a provincial reputation. The rates are from Sr.oo to S2.00 per day, according to accommodation, with special rates for families and tourists.

beautifully situated

Lakes Superior and llumn, a stretch of 400 miles of water, are laden
with life-giving ozone from the pure and bracing atmosphere of the
regions they have traversed.
For this reason, Owen Sound and vicinity are noted for their healthIt gushes in crystalfulness. The water is as good as any in Canada.
line springs, practically inexhaustible in their capacity, from the rocks
to the south of the town, a drink of

tomed

which

is

a treat which those'accus-

drinking water can hardly imagine.
The scenery about the entire Sydenham Valley is most beautiful.
Waterfalls abound, within easy distances of the town. The few pictures here shown give but a feeble idea of the charm and beauty of the
to inferior

town and

its

natural surroundings.

Inglis's Falls is particularly
all

noted for

its

picturesque grandeur.

In

directions extend beautiful drives which are the delight of horse-

man,

bicyclist

and pedestrian.

Lake of Bays,
These are connected by navigable streams or channels, with
between Peninsular Lake and I^ake of Bays, where a
short portage of only a mile completes the connection, affording a round trip occupying
a day, and filling it with pictures of scenic beauty that will linger long in memory.
The town of Huntsville is the railway approach to this district, and is 146 miles from
Toronto, and 81 miles from North Bay, on the Northern Division of the Grand Trunk System. From this point a line of steamers will take the tourist to any desired port on this

The chain

of navigable lakes comprises Vernon, Mary, Fairy, Peninsular.

Hollow and Kimball Lakes.

the single exception of the passage

LAKE OF BAYS DISTRICT.
Northeast of Muskoka Lakes, connected with
the

latter

many

by Muskoka

name io

a section of country
beauty has no superior on
continent, and few equals in any country.

which
this

River, and possessing

of their general characteristics, a chain of

lakes gives the above

for picturesque

chain of lakes, nr

tlie

rountl trip nia>' he

may he made

with a view to

the selection of a temporary sto|)])ing ])lace. or a location for a
(Jut of the

ahundance

of delightful situations, he will

have no

camp.
diffi-

route, together with

from one
complete

to

several private hoarding houses. Prices range
two dollars a day, and from four to ten dollars a week. A
of these may he found in the " Lake of Bays " folder.
The waters of the lakes and
streams are absolutely soft and free
from all organic impurities; a point
of very great importance in certain classes of diseases, which de-

list

mand

exactly this condition in their

treatment.

Fish and game are plentiful, the
waters abounding in speckled and
salmon trout, and the adjacent forests in "fur and feather," delighting

and hunter,
and affording an abundant supply
the heart of the angler

The

for the table.

smaller streams

which flow into these lakes abound
in speckled trout, and the native
lisherman, with his sapling

birch

competes with the visitor, with
patent "rod and reel," in luring

rod,
liis

lliese

beauties

from

their

crystal

liools.

The high

altitude

of this re-

together with the purity of the
water and the ozone-laden atmos<,Mon,

phere, render
fever sufferer,
culty in

making

i

infinite variety of

chi ice he wc^cr exacting ma\ be his wishes, for the
scenery here afforded must meet every possible de-

The hotel accommodations of this district comprise a list of
some twenty or more houses, located at various points on the steamer

sire.

and immtdnte

relief

kinds are greatly
strengthen
elsewhere.

from

benefited

tlie

malady.
be hard to

a haven for the hay-

who

finds absolute

Pulmonary troubles of all
and a better place to
find, either in America or

by the climate,

"weak lungs" would

it

KAWARTHA LAKES

DISTRICT.

The above title now belongs to the territory formerly known as the Stony Lake district, lying north
of Peterborough and Lindsay and east from the Muskokas. The chain of lakes comprises ten irregular
bodies of water, some of them lioltcd with islands on

'tsks^-'

which have been erected summer cottages.
of seventy miles

among some

is

afforded

m the jomney

A
from

(lclit,Hitliil

^tL-iimer rnutt.-

.aketield to Colioconk,

I

of the wildest scenery, interspersed with views of culti-

vated farms, cosily nestled on the shores of the lakes, and towns and
The surroundings jiartake largely of
villajjes scattered along" tlie wa\'.
tli.jsc already described astlie 1 ligidands of Ontario, and therefore pos-

sess

many charms

for the

summer

visitor, or the

sportsman seeking

hsli

Desirable camping places and locations for cottages are
here, almost without number, some of which are already occupied, and

and game.

as the locality

becomes more wid-^ly known, the tide of visitors is sure to
its charms nave draw'n to the place its legiti-

increase in volume until

niatc share of tourists,

Approaching

tlie

iiunilicr ul

this section

by

way

whicii will not be insignihcanl.
of

fVterborough, a short

rail

journey of nine miles brings us to I.akefield, where the steamer trip
commences, through the narrow l^atchewanooka Lake to Young's Point,
where the steamer is raised by a lock to the level of Clear Lake, thence
across the lake to Stony, a body of water literally dotted with islands.

some

by ten. From
Lakes liuckhorn, Chemong, Pigeon, Bald, Sturgeon, Cameron and Balsam, to Coboconk, on the Coboconk and
Lindsay Branch of the Grand Trunk.
The attractions of this beautiful locality are boundless, and our
there being

here the route

is

eight hundred in an area of two miles
via

limited space forbids more than a passing allusion. The inquirer is referred to the handsomely illustrated j)ulilication, " Kawartha Lakes," issued li\ the Grand Trunk Kailwav
System, for full details concerning these lakes, with list of hotels, guides, etc.

PORT HOPE.
town may properly be considered as the gateway to the Kawartha Lakes region
who come via Lake Ontario, being the southern terminal of the Northern Divi-

This
for those

POKTAGE ON
sion of the

Grand Trunk System,

for the lake steamers.
hills

on

either side,

This estimate of

summer
N FALLS, ONT.

its

and

It is

RIVER.

EF.L

at its junction

with the main

situated in the valley of the

people claim for
attractions is shared by
its

sojourn, not only for

its

it

the

title

line, and the port of entry
Generaska River, and upon the
town in Canada."

of "the prettiest

many visitors, who make it the place of their
own advantages and ease of access, but for the many de-

lightful trips within easy distances.

LAKES SIMCOE AND COUCHICHING.
Before leaving this section of

lake

counti)', so

attractions, so surcharged with health-giving properties,

lich

in

scenic

and so replete

with opportunities for rest and enjoynient, we must bestow a few words
on the lakes named above, which lie in the direct route to the Muskokas,
and offer many inducements for a tarry within their enchanting precincts.
At Allandale, 63 miles from Toronto, the tourist begins to distinctly
feel the influences of the lake region, and as the train rounds the
of Lake Simcoe, and
"hot country," and is
the lake-washed breezes of the "Highlands."

graceful curve of Kempcnfeldt Bay, an

arm

into Barrie, he realizes that he has left the

among

Lake Simcoe is a large body of water, and its altitude
above sea level makes it an ideal summer resort. Barrie is
town, and from this point steamers carry passengers to
resorts on the shores of the lakes.

rolls

now

of 800 feet
a beautiful

the

many

Jackson's Point, on the south shore,

is

the terminus of the Toronto, Sutton

Grand Trunk System, and

is

a

&

Jacksun's Point Division of the

summer

resort of

Beaverton, on the east shore of the lake,
Division of the Grand Trunk, and possesses

no

little

celebrity.

a station on the Northern
many attractions as a sum-

is

mer

resort, not the least of which is a magnificent bathing beach, free
from dangerous or sudden depths, the sloping sands, smooth as a boulevard, insuring safety to the unskilled swimmer. Thorah Island is
reached by a row of half an hour, while Talbot River, Ethel Park,
Victoria Park, and a fine road for bicycling, round up the list of attractions which render Beaverton a favorite and easily accessible resort.
Continuing our northward journey we reach Orillia, situated
between Lakes Simcoe and Couchiching, the latter somewhat smaller
than Simcoe, and yet large enough to be dotted with islands, scattered
in picturesque beauty over its area, and affording abundant places for
camps or summer cottages. The streams and lesser lakes near by
afford fine fishing, including salmon trout, maskinonge, bass. etc. As a
half-way stop on the route ti> Muskoka, this locality allures many

'jsa^SMim

GR.\ND

TRLNK STATION

visitors,

some

of

whom

are enticed into a full season's tarry.

THE RIVER
(

ST.

IT bu wide as the

nor as

Amazon,

long as the Mississippi, not so

famous

historic

tradi-

for

tions as the

Hudson,

nor for ruined castles as the Rhine,
yet

the

lence
tive

Law-

St.

nKire attrac-

is

the

to

tourist

than

either,

suffers

by compari-

a n d

son with neither nor
As the
all of them.
:

O.

STEAMER "TORONTO,

of the great lakes find their

way

to the ocean,

than majestic, and being navigable

its

it

channel

through

which

the waters

all

could not be otherwise
it presents unusual

entire length,

and delightful contrasts to the voyager who takes a daylight
its charming scenery.
Leaving Niagara Falls in the early evening, the tourist arrives at
Kingston or Gananoque in the morning, where the boats of the Riche-

attractions
trip

lieu

among

&

Ontario Navigation Company are in waiting to receive such of
may choose to continue their journey by water. On

LAWRENCE.

The city of Kingston in itself is more than ordinarily attractive
from a scenic point of view, by reason of its location and picturesque
surroundings. It is one of the older Canadian cities, with a history
replete with stirring and important events, and its business interests
have kept pace with its growth, until now it ranks among the leading
The vicinity of Kingston abounds in lovely
cities of the Dominion.
scenery, and the onward journey by rail is scarcely less attractive than
the trip by steamer. The railway crosses numerous streams, which
empty into the St. Lawrence, and occasionally a charming bit of scenery
is

presented

train dashes through

some lovely glen
some

shore

the

skirts

Navigation
have been

Ontario

Company
much improved

picture.

Our

for

the passenger service,

including

the

addi-

tion to the fleet of the

new

"Toronto."

most refreshing

of

and

Richelieu

elegant

has happily reproduced a charming view, as shown on the following page, which is one of a succession of delights, as the very inception
of the voyage brings us into the midst of this wonderful archipelago.

of

The steamers
the

or

quiet lake.

alighting from the train, the broad expanse of water, and the pleasant
artist

the

as

traveler,

ant

the passengers as

situation of the city of Kingston, form a

the

to

view of the observ-

is

largely

boat, the

Travel
increased

between Gananoque
and Montreal during
the

summer

touris'.

jg^^

season.

The

trip

steamer wharf

tii

e entire

day, anil (n>ni

its

many inducements

inception at the

dock in Montreal, is a succession
changing delights, embracing a pano-

at the

of

rama

of

shifting

scenery

in

endless

variety.

A

portion of the

way

of scenery, boating, lishing, golfing, etc.

sport.
St.

Lawrence

As we

trav-

leave the steamer wharf, and the lake begins to contract to
would .seem as though the land disputed its onward progres.s,
supremacy the resistless current has broken the
firm earth into a thousand fragments, some larger, some smaller, which
vainly endeavor to entangle the waters in their downward course to the
sea.
A more picturesque river archipelago probably nowhere exists,
ahd while much has been written in its praise, the attractions of the
locality have never been overdrawn, nor can they be fully described.
The islands number more nearly two thousand than one, and are of
every conceivable size, shape and appearance, from the merest dot on
the water to an extensive tract of many acres. "At times the steamer

goes by w-ay of Gananoque, at which
jioint the boats touch after leaving
Kingston; some travelers preferring the

el

"morning nap" which the

a

river,

and

later start

This place is also a tourist reof no little prominence, its location

permits.
sort

by

Steamboat service for tours among the Thousand Islands and trips
on the New York shore, is frequent and convenient, and
canoeing and yachting furnish entertainment for the lovers of aquatic
to the resorts

on the shore of the St. Lawrence River
it many advantages as a stop-

giving

ping place for the summer traveler. It
has several excellent hotels, and offers

it

in the struggle for

passes so close

to

might

that a pebble

these

be cast on their shore while
looking ahead, it appears as
though further progress were
;

effectually

barred.

|iroaching

the

Ap-

threatening

channel suddenly
appears, and you are whirleil
into a magnificent aniphi
shores, a

theatre of lake that

is

to

ill

appearance, bounded li\ an
immense green bank
At
vour approach the mass is

moved

as

hundred
Its

if

by magic, and a
appeal in

little isles

place."

As
57

the

journey

pro-

camp

tlie vision is greeted, not by castles in ruins, as in a tour of tlie
Rhine, but by the view of castellated towers in modern architecture, in

gives indication that

most comfortable state of repair, being the summer homes of some of
America's celebrities. These may be less picturesque than crumbling
ruins, but are exceedingly suggestive of ease and luxury, for which this

health-giving climate.

presses,

a

celebrated.

locality

is

tlenced

b\'

wliicli

tlie

Nor

is

this

less pretentious

nestle here

comfort confined to castles, as evi-

summer

villas,

and the tiny cottages

and there along the shores, whUe an occasional tent

are disposed to "rough

It will

it

life
"

here presents

for the

readily be seen that, aside from

place, this resort has

its

attractions to those

sake of a temporary sojourn

more than ordinary

many a canvas in his winter work.
The hrst landing made after leaving

its

popularity as a watering

attractions for the artist,

here finds abundant material in nature for

who

in this

summer sketching
Kingston, on the

to

New

who

adorn
N'ork

shore, is at Clayton, a floiirishinf; town <if some conimeicial importance,
and quite a popular summer resort. Passing several large islands,
on one of which is the celebrated Thousand Island Park, Alexandria
Bay is reached, also on the New York shore. This is one of the most
widely known of summer resorts, and has been aptly termed the
"Saratoga of the St. Lawrence." Its hotels and villas are elegant and
commodious, and here in tlie innnediatc vicinity mav be found some of

when covered witli thicl; f<irests, the deer swimming from wooded
wooded isle, and each little lily-padded bay nestling in among

to

hills

and

Indian
his

bluffs of the island,

in his half-poetic

Supreme Deity."
The locality is also

lisliing anil

Imating

and teeming with water fowl, seem

mood

like

some

isle

the

to the

beautiful region dedicated to

a favorite resort for sportsmen, as the hunting,

Many line yachts are kept
by the summer residents, and with a
"favoring breeze" the white-winged
craft will often be seen skimming
over the broad expanse of water in

facilities are excellent.

trials of

The

speed.
last

of

Islands are called

the

Tliousand

"The Three

Sis-

from their proximity and resemblance to each otlier. They are
nearly opposite Brockville on the
Canadian shore and Morristown on
ters,"

on the river. The islands adjacent are dotted with
upon rocky bluffs, or nestling in some beautiful cove,
springing into view as if by magic as the boat rounds a curve, or assuming shape and proportions as a nearer approach separates them from
the rock of which they seem a part. Some of the islands "are bri.stling
with firs and pines, others lie open and level like a field awaiting the
husbandman's care. Some are but an arid rock, as v.-ild and picturesque as those seen among the Faro Islands; others have a group of
trees or a solitary pine, and others bear a crown of flowers or a little
the finest residences

cottages, perched

hillock of verdure like a

dome

of malachite,

among which

the river

slowly glides, embracing with equal fondness the great and the small,
now receding afar and now retracing its course, like the good patriarch
visiting his domains, or like the

god Proteus counting

his

snowy

flocks.

In the old Indian days this beautiful extent of the river was called
Manatoana, or Garden of the Great Spirit, and well might the island.s.

the

New York

side, the

two towns being directly opposite each

other.

The former was named after General Brock, and has received the title
"Queen City of the St. Lawrence." Its glittering towers and

of the

church spires give it an appearance of splendor, which the tourist will
observe as a peculiarity of the Canadian cities to be seen in this trip,
the metal with whicli they are covered retaining

mark iMc

'liL'irc. liwiiiL; In tlu-

its brightness
pure and dry atmnspheru.

in

a

re-

Long

These are nine miles in length, divided in their center
forming two channels, both of which are navigable.
passage of these rapids is grand and beautiful. The
surging waters, in their onward rush, are here and there thrown into
wild commotion like the ocean in a storm, while occasionally a line of
breakers reminds one of a dangerous reef at sea. The steady, onward
motion of the boat, guided by the keen eye and unfaltering arm of the
trusty pilot, gives exhilaration and zest to the trip, and awakens the

the

Sault.

by several

islands,

The scenery

in the

keenest interest of the passengers.

Occasionally a raft will be passed,

with a crew of adventurous lumbermen struggling with the current, or
singing merrily as they glide along, apparently regardless of the hardships of their voyage. Scattering logs, held by a projecting rock, or

lodged along the shores, attest the fate of some raft which has preceded
them, but still the precarious ventures are made, and with less fatality
llian would be imagined, as we see their frail craft whirled hither and

by the seething river. The upward journey around these rapids
of the Cornwall canal, eleven and one-half miles in length.
At the lower end of the Long .Sault Rapid.s, (he currents from the two
channels unite, meeting with no little violence, forming what is called
thither
is l)y

means

"the big pitch."

Below

the

Long

Sault,

tlie

river

expands

into a lake, five

and

a half

miles wide and twenty-five miles long, known as Lake St. Francis.
The ride over its placid surface, past its many little islands, form a

notable contrast with the previous descent of the rapids, and serves to

Ogdensburg and Prescott, also on opposite shores, are passed in
our trip, then Massena Landing, and we begin the approach to the
famous rapids of the St. Lawrence.
While the current has, in many stages of our journey thus far, been
swift, the smoothness of the water has given no suggestion of the speed
which is imparted to the steamer. The first rapids, the Gallopes, and
the du Plat, are comparatively unimportant, and the enthusiasm and
e.xcitenient of the passengers are not fully aroused until the arrival

at

prepare for the next tumultuous rush through the eleven miles of
Coteau, Cedars and Cascades, three sections thus named, of almost
continuous descent. The Cedars are also called Split Rock, from a

prominent feature
their resemblance

in the channel.

The Cascades

the waters of the

wide.
distant,

We

Ottawa River, and

here get a glimpse of

and the

are thus

to a series of short, leaping falls.

cades, the river again expands, forming
is

named from

Passing the Cas-

which receives
twelve miles long by six miles
St. Louis,

Mount Royal, twenty-seven miles

ride through the lake

sailing, a fitting preparation for the

Lake

is another stretch of tranquil
tumultuous passage of the Lachine

Rapids. On the way we pass Nun's Island, a high mound of peculiar
shape, near the mouth of Chateaugay River, belonging to the Grey
Nunnery, in Montreal. Other islands are also to be seen, diversifying
the view, and rendering the scenery attractively picturesque.
As the banks of the lake again approach each other, the quicken-

ing current indicates the pro.simity of the famous Lachine Rapids.
dispels any indifference begotten of the quietness of

Eager expectation
the previous hour,

and the passengers seek available positions for obser-

Just ahead, the waters of the river are lashed into foam, and
here and there the spray is thrown high in the air. as the current dashes
against a rock, and eddies and circles in miniature whirlpools, or leaps

vation.

over the obstruction as if in angry defiance of the attempt to check its
mad career. The boat settles as she glides over the rapids, only to settle again at the next descent, instead of riding on the crest of the wave,

being in this respect unlike the motion of a vessel at sea. The sensation is a novel one, and when experienced for the first time, the
passenger is likely to hold his breath involuntarily until accustomed to
the motion. Steam is shut off, and the boat is propelled solely by the

The devious windings

of the channel compel the
wheel; and as an additional safeguard, the tiller at tjie stern is manned by an adequate force, and for
the supreme moment all attention is given to the course of the steamer.
The more timid among the passengers glance alternately at the foaming
waters and at the swarthy giants at the wheel, realizing, if never before,

force of the current.

closest attention of the

the all-important

men

meaning

at the

of the term, "trusty pilot."

The

skill

channel

well exhibited in the illustration given herewith.

was

is

intrepid

required to navigate a rowboat through this tortuous

nerve and

successfully accomplished by Col. Bond, of Montreal, in

with

rapids,

all its

and

is still

intact.

To

the

passenger,

it affords
an experience
thronged with memories not soon forgotten.
After passing the
Lachine Rapids, the
river widens
again,

passage,

and

channel reveals
head of us the

of the

these

nu)re of hard labor than of novelty

who "tempts Providence" by
full

company

made the perilous run
hardy lumbermen who make

belongings, has successfully

work partakes

occasional

This feat

with a friend, under the guidance of the intrepid Indian chief, "Big
John," with two of his trusty oarsmen.
In our view showing a section of the Victoria Jubilee Bridge,
made from an instantaneous photograph, it will be seen that a lumber
raft,

the

trips,

a

mous

turn

in

the
afa-

Victoria Jul)ilee

Bridge, under which

we

glide,

and

an

soon at our wharf
Montreal.

in

of

startling

;

but to the

venturing

the

sensations,

and

TORONTO
THOUGH

rO MONTREAL.

distant from each other

by

choose to have "digestion wait on appetite," rather than eat at a
some railway dining-hall. This feature has become very
popular, as giving variety to a da>"s journey and meeting the wishes

may

more than three hundred miles, tlie two
leading cities of the Dominion are yet so
closely connected by " bands of steel " as

fixed time at

near neighbors; so thoroughly does modern railway service tend
to the annihilation of time and distance.
To retire to a luxurious Pullman berth on

After leaving Toronto, the train .skirts the shore of Lake Ontario,
stopping at several important lake ports, and affording pleasing views
of the scenery, as a distant sail or trail of smoke gives sign of the lake

to be practically

leaving

awaken

Toronto in the evening, and
morning in the suliurbs of

in the

Montreal, refreshed for business, is the
experience of scores of travelers, afforded
b\-

the train service of the

between the two

cities,

Grand Trunk

which

is

main-

tained every night in the year, in Ijoth

of a large class of travelers.

commerce

that assumes large proportions during the season of naviga-

and shrinks to nothing under the reign of winter.
Passing several of these flourishing towns in the journey eastward,
we traverse the shores of the lake until it contracts to the channel of
the St. Lawrence, and we get a pleasing view of Kingston, already described in the chapter on the St. Lawrence. The scenery from this
point loses nothing in jioint of attractiveness, as occasional glimpses of
the beautiful river, w-ith man\- a rural landscape, are afforded on our
tion

river,

way.
.Some twenty-four miles west of Montreal, the St. Lawrence receives the waters of the Ottawa River, and as if the union were effected
by a struggle, the river here presents much the same aspect as in the
midst of the Thousand Islands. The scenery at Vaudreuil and St.
Annes is so charming that a glimpse from the car window only tempts

as he gazes from the

the appetite for more,

of country traversed

drink in

lirections.

Nor
less

is

the day service in any degree

pleasing, especially

to

those

who

appreciate the fine scenery which the
combination of hill and dale, lake and

town and country, rolls in panoramic beauty before the passenger,
windows of the rapidly moving train. The section
by this route is one of the oldest in Canada, and all
along the way the thriving towns and well-tilled farms give an air of
prosperity which tends to surprise the average visitor from the " States,"
and helps to modify the preconceived opinions of some who have
formed a totally different mental picture of wh^t Canada is like.
The equipment of day trains between Toronto
Cafe Service.
and Montreal includes well-appointed cafe cars, which serve meals and

—

lunches at

all

hours, thus suiting the convenience of the passengers

who

tinuing

and the tourist with time to spare often returns to
beauties by a longer tarry in this delightful section. Conour journey eastward, occasional glimpses may be had of
its

the city derives its name. Passing Lachine,
above the tumultuous rapids thus named, we soon see the evidences

Mount Royal, from which
just

of the proximity of a great city,
at the elegant

Bonaventure

and

station,

the delightful task of sight-seeing

picturesque novelties.

w'hile daylight yet lingers,

we

alight

planning on the morrow to attack
the city's almost endless and

among

MONTRKAL AND
commercial metrupcilis of the
of Canada, it will be
iclil> seen that Montreal takes

the

Dommion
i<

I

ink.

While

contributes largely to

lutiful

British

as the chief city of

N nth America.

fact

this

its

interest

ind attractiveness to the tourist, its
location, its charming surrouml-

and the delightful contrasts of ancient
modern art and architecture presented
theobser%er all conspire to render a visit
the place an event of rare interest.
The approach by the river presents a

^

2<J

_^^^^
£ j IB^RvW^

,il
,

5*Pa

'

t

]

icture

surpassingly beautiful.

The

tone piers and massive warehouses

solid
in the

and
Mount Royal in the background,
and inspire emotions of keenest pleasure.
Viewed from the mountain itself, the picture, while totally different, is
none the less attractive. The field of view is greatly extended, and the
eye takes in a grand panorama of river and mountain scenery, with the
city below in near perspective. Almost at your feet, and excavated from
I

I

_i

nil

I

til

III

lit

nil

glistening church spires in

ltd buildings

the middle distance, with the noljle
delight the artistic sense,

the solid rock in the side of the mountain,
city

waterworks.

is

the storage reservoir of the

Farther down, and sloping away from the foot of

the mountain, the streets of the city intersect each other, adorneti witli

public and private buildings, and lieautifully shaded with trees and
age.

As

far as the vision extends to the right

and

left,

foli-

the sparkling

waters of the St. Lawrence are to be seen, a throbbing artery of inland
commerce, dotted with shipping, while the distant background is made

up of mountain ranges, some of which are

in

Canada, while dimly

out-

VICINITY.
Green Mountains of Vermont.
connection, will be of interest to
on an island of the same name, about
milc^ lung and ten miles wide, formed In a liranch .if tlir Ht,nv,i

lined on the horizon are the peaks of the

A

l)rief

sketch of the

the general reader.
thirty

city, in this

It is situated

<

MONTREAL

STEM, MONTREAL.

on the iijrth, and the St. Lawrence on (he south. It is at the head of
ocean navigation, and its port may he said to form the connecting link
between this branch of commerce and that of the great lakes and rivers.
Its commercial importance will thus he ajiparent at a (glance.
It occupies the site of an Indian
village, named Hochelaga,
which was visited by Jacques
Cartier, in 1535, and seven
years later Europeans began
to

secrated,

the easy grade of

top,

than ordinary interest. Notre

Dame, with

to

Ville-Marie.

had given

its twiti

towers

chime of bells,
the other the monster "Gros
Bourdon," will repay a visit,
and the climb to the tower
will be
rewarded with a
grand view. (Jther churches
rich interiors,
I) resent
I

of the Angels,"

and named

its

210 feet high, one of which

century

and commended

Queen

liy

beautiful scener)", the climax of

was duly con-

later the place

the "

A

here.

settle

carriage road, brings to view some
which is the glorious prospect from the
to which allusion has already been made.
Tlie ])ublic liuildings of the city, notably its churches, are of more

sunmiit

ontains

a

the

aiiorned with fine paintings

the name of
Mount Royal, from which

•Hid statuary, while numerous hospitals, market build-

Cartier

to

mountain
the present
is

title

of the

To

should

be

at

ride through

its

city,

ra d e grounds, are
worthy of notice.

in all quarters of the

and as

their

tariff

is

regulated by law, the travel-

among

er can govern his riding by

terest,

his inclination, with

The

no con-

drives in

for

and

about the city are charming.
The roads are macadamized for miles in every direction, and as the
island is remarkable for its fertility, the suburban trips are made amidst
the "garden of Canada." The ride around the mountain, and to its

all

also

But

the objects of in-

conspicuous both as a
feature of the landscape, and

tentions at the end of the
journey.

the

The

and the public parks and pa-

be

to

the city.

water works, with its reser\oir on the mountain side,

secured.

These hackmen are
found

edifices

will attract attention in

see the city

best, the services of a " cart-

er "

and business

ings

city

derived.

the

magnitude

whicli crossi

the soutli sh

replaced the

of

its

famous
\"icTOR].\ Jubilee Bridge.
.St. Lawrence, and connects the island by rail with
It is the inoperty of the Grand Trunk Railway, and
tubula
tructure, erected in iSbo at a cost of more than
conception,

^'*^'

is

the

six millions of dollars,

engineering

demanded

skill.

The

and then regarded as
increasing

a

traffic of this

greater facilities, and the

new

veritable triumph

track, for the use of the railway, but has a double carriage

foot

of

great railway system

bridge not only has a double

way and

and thus renders most excellent service to the general
With its approaches, it is nearly two miles in length, and rests

path,

public.

upon 24
twcnt\

]iiers of solid

live steel truss

masonry, besides the abutments, there being

spans.

The

center sjian

is

330 feet long,

and

is

60 feet above the water, in the clear, and the structure

company

it

so grandly serves.

company, shown herewith,
tn iIm

,ii\.

lis

is

The new railway

comfortable waiting rooms, for both

class passengers, are spacious

serving meals and lunches at

is

a credit to the

station of the

same

a model of convenience, and an ornament

and convenient.
all

hours,

Aside from the charming scenery

is

in

kept

first-

and second-

.\n elegant dining-hall,
in

connection.

and about Montreal, several

delightful side trips furnish attractions to the tourist with time at Ins

disposal.

If his

approach

to the city

rapids, a pleasing trip will be by

through the rapids,
ing trips to the

city.

in the
St.

has not been

rail

to

made

liy

way

of the

Lachine, returning thence

market steamer, which makes

its

daily morn-

Helen's Island, directly opposite the

city,

i.s

a

and a portion of it has been set aside as a public park.
It is easily reached by ferry, and is therefore the favorite resort of the
masses on holidays. Athletic games and sports, picnics and various
beautiful resort,

society celebrations, serve to render

season, and the visitor will seldom

it

a lively place during the

fail to find

summer

opportunities of enjoy-

ment at any time. Swimming baths, belonging to the Montreal Swimming Club, are located on its southeastern shore, and the remnants of
departed military glory in the shape of a dismantled battery, some
ancient blockhouses and barracks, and a graveyard, are reminders of
the fact that it was once occupied as a point of considerable importance,
conmianding the approach to Montreal Harbor.

ANCIENT

QIIKBEC.
It is one of tlie oldest cities of America, as well as one of
most interesting. It was f<iunded in 1608, and its history is replete
with events of tremendous importance. The scene of many a battle
and of untold carnage, the crowning event of all was the memorable
engagement which transferred half a continent from France to Great
Britain, and immortalized the names of both the victor and the van-

attractive.

tlie

quished.

The city consists of two divisions, known as the upper and lower
The upper town includes within its limits the Citadel of Cape
Diamond, which covers the entire summit of the promontory, embracing an area of more than forty acres. It rises to the height of 345 feet
above the river, and from its commanding position and the strength of

town.

licaiitv.

Thnusands

of toini.sts visit

iht-

city in

the

st-asi

un their way to the famous Saguenay River, or the equally
famous White Mountain resorts. No tourist who has the time at his
disposal should fail to make the trip, either by rail or boat, or a combination of both, facilities for which are at his conmiand. The route
from Montreal to Quebec is via the Grand Trunk Railway, or by the
Richelieu & Ontario Steamship Line via the St. Lawrence, as the
travel,

tourist's inclination

The view

may

lead.

approached from the river, is singularly
and surroundings making it an object of striking interest. The fortifications, with their towers and battlements,
frown upon you from the Plains f)f Abraham anrl from the lower town,
and tiierc surrounds the i»lace an air of inediie\'alism at once novel ami
impressive,

its

of the city as

situation

DUFFERIN TERRACE, (QUEBEC.

fortification, has been nut inaptly entitled tlie "Gibraltar of
America."
The shape of the cit\i.s triancjiilar. the St. Lawrence and St. Charles
Rivers forming the two sides, with the Plains of Abraham for tile base.

the

The
the

defended by a continuous wall on the very brow of
with flanking towers and bastions, loopholed for musketry and
On the west side, a heavy trijjle wall, with trenches

river fronts are

cliff,

pierced for cannon.

between, formerly guarded that
demolished.

The

approach, but nnich of

nationality of the inhabitants

from the States can easily fancy himself

is

it

is

now

strongly French, and a visitoi

in a city in

France, so decidedlv

un-American are

all his surroundings. The quaint houses, the steep and
tortuous streets, especially of the oldest portions of the city, and the
almost universal use of the French language
the ordinary channels

m

of trade, require

n'j

stretch of the imagination to practically transport

THE

CIT.'^DEL.

one

the old world, and give
it were, of a foreign coun
This characteristic is even more
marked in the suburbs of the city, beinL;
emphasized by the primitive methoilto

:i

glimpse, as
try.

of agriculture,

and the women

in

tin.

The view from the Citadel, <mingto itscle\ati(.n.issuriinssinglygvan.l

fields.

and comprehensive.
St. Lawrence,

jestic

sailing

craft

of

stretches before

The ma-

every
the

The spot where Wolfe fell is
marked by a handsome monu-

in

both directions, seeming like a
band of glistening metal, beau-

ment.

and
mation to the picture. Directly
below lie the crooked streets of
the lower town, teeming with
humanity, while its busy populaticm, so far beneath, seem like
pigmies, and you look upon the

anil

tifying the scene

gli.stening

is

giving ani-

roofs of the

but cost
both commanders.

in victory,

of

lives

tlie

kind,

vision

ended

that

alive with

Directly across the river

settlement of Point Levi,

tlie

down

the stream the beauti-

Isle of

ful

Orleans

pleasant

litis

may

resort

be seen.

may be

reached by ferry from the

and

it

city,

affords delightful drives,

views of the Falls of
Mimtmorenci, the Laurentian
Mountains, and other objects
The Falls of Montof interest.
morenci are among the most
interesting of the objects which

giving

houses

and down the very throats of
the chimneys, into which it
would seem an easy matter to
Looking to the
toss a pebble.

secure the visits of tourists to

eastward, the Plains of Abraham
are spread out before you, to-

Ouebec, both on account of their

gether with the bluffs scaled bv

pleasant drive by which they are
The "carters" of
reached.

Wolfe and

own

his brave soldiers in

the preparation fur the

assault

n

attractiveness

el ICC

are

as

and

numerous

TERRACE, QUEBEC,

the

as

m

the
and
those of Montreal, and the roads around the city
anywhere.
countiy adjacent are among the finest to be found
River
the
to
brings
you
The ride of eight miles all too quickly

Montmorenci, and here you gaze upon historical ground, it
immedibeing the scene of the battle of Montmorenci, which
Leaving your
ately preceded Wolfe's final victory at Quebec.
crossing
of
privilege
the
for
small
fee
a
paying
carriage, and
look up
private grounds, you descend the bank of the river to
at the fall

from below.

The

river here pours over the

cliff

into

feet, and
the St. Lawrence, broadening at the edge to about 50
not subfalling 250 feet, in a sheeny vail, half water, half spray,

•--^-

lime, nor even grand, but exquisitely beautiful.
The falls also may be reached by the trains of the

Quebec

Railway, the trains passing directly in front, and the round

trip

frum Quebec being nne of the features

of the excursion

season.

The same

railwa>' also carries iiian\- ttnnists to the

Anne de Beaupre, twenty-one miles from
Quebec, some going as pilgrims to the sacred spot, others
as curious spectators to view the scene where so many
miracles are alleged to have been wrought in the cure of
bodily disorders of every nature. The churcli is a magnificent edifice, in Corinthian architecture, and on each side
of the entrance are large pyramids of crutches, cane.s.
trusses and splints, left by former owners as a testimonial

shrine of Ste.

to the intervention of "

La Bonne

Ste.

Anne

"

.2*>*<^

in their

behalf.

Returning

to

Quebec,

tlie

views of the city are en-

the peculiar feature of glistening towers and roofs, so noticeable in coii-

livened

l>\'

iiection

with

roofs, spires,

many Canadian cities. The sunlight, glancing from the metal-covered
and dormer-windows, which, owning to the tortuous windings of the

streets, are set at

every conceivable angle, produces a sparkling effect. The road
tlie cottages with their picturesque dormer-

leads through quaint old hamlets, and

windows, the thatched-roofed out-buildings, and the peasant-like appearance of the
people, almost leads one to fancy that the rural districts of France or Switzerland are the scenes through which the trip is made.
There are charming drives around Quebec in every direction, and the FrenchCanadian villages in all the suburbs afford object-lessons in national characteristics;
the people having preserved ancestral tradition against the encroachments of modern
custOHLs, as in few other places on the continent.

MONTRr:AL TO IHK MOUNTAINS AND THE

SKA.

riilN the ccimpass of a day's ride, is tile journey liy the I'ortlanil Division of the Grand Trunk Railway from Montreal to the sea-shore,
jiassing throufjh the very heart of the White Mountains on the route
but the day thus occupied must live long in the memory of those who
;

have enjoyed

majestic beauties.

its

On

"

The

fields swell

.\bove the

upwards

hills, in

every side

to the hills

;

beyond.

the blue distance, rise

The mountain columns with which earth props heaven."

Nowhere in the space of a day's ride on the American continent
can there be found crowded into the short space of "from sun to sun,"
a more diversified collection of beautiful landscape scenery than that
spread out in grand panorama before the occupants of a parlor car on
the route about to be briefly described.
Crossing the great Victoria Jubilee Bridge at Montreal, the Ira.n

runs near the broad

.St.

Lawrence

I\iver for

some

distance, affording

views of the rich and stately city on the opposite shore. Passing the
Boucherville Mountains on the left, it soon crosses the Richelieu River,
under the very shadows of I5elceil Mountain, with the high ridges of
Ivougemont farther distant. For some distance on, the route is over a rich

and

level country, inhabited

by an industrious French peasantry, and
Vamaska mountains, until the populous
is reached, its quaint appearance and

affords continuous views of the

French town of

Roman

St.

Hyacinthe

After cro.ssing
and comparatively
hamlets seen now and then
on either side. From here on, for the space of an hour, the route lies
through a thinly populated forest country, until descending into the valley of the St. Francis, the line crosses that river on a bridge 320 feet in
the great
the

Vamaska

level country

length,

Catholic colleges attracting attention.

River, a considerable expanse of open

is

traversed, with quaint

little

and the charmingb picturesque village

of

Richmond

is

reached.

thi. I.cin- the jimctiuii of ihe (Jucl.oc liraiicli
\va\-

..I

Or- (Iran

I

I'nmk Rail-

System.

The banks of the beautiful stream nf the St. Francis are followed
Seldom does the eye
after leaving Richmond for twenty-seven miles.
rest on a more lovely combination of rich valley scenery, especially if
viewed with the glimmer of the early morning sun upon it. Passing the
romantic island-strewn rapids of Big Brompton Falls, and traversing
many an extensive cutting and costly embankment, the line reaches the
prosperous and bu.sy city of Sherbrooke, situated at the junction of
the Magog and St. Francis Rivers, amidst a beautiful
surroimding countr\-. Near the city are the lonj,^ Kanid.s
of the Magog.
'J'he ne.xt point of interest cm the route is Lennoxville, at the confluence of the .St. Francis and Massawippi
Rivers. This is the seat of Bishop's College, an institution of high repute, under the care of the Episcopal
church, with preparatory schools attached. It has been
called "the Eton and (Jxford of young Canada." Copper
mines are worked in the vicinity, while not far distrnt
is the beautiful Lake Massawippi, nine miles long by
about one and one-half miles broad, swarming with man\kinds of fish, among them trout, pike and bass.

A

little

beyond, the line enters the valley of the
it ascends to the United States fron-

Coaticoke, which
tier.

The

foot-hills of the

Green Mountains are seen on

the right, Norton and Middle Points being passed

on

Ascending the pretty valley, the train soon
reaches Island Pond, Vermont, the frontier station, witli
its well-appointed summer hotels and railway diningrooms. The traveler having passed from the dominion
of Her Majesty, sees again the "broad stripes and bright
stars,'' under whose protection the remainder of the joui
ney to the mountains and the .sea will be accomplished.
The waters of Island Pond are about two miles in
the west.

-

length, surrounded by a hard beach of white quart/ sand. The views
from Bonnybeag and other adjacent hills are of much interest and extreme beauty. Many of the drives in the vicinity are famous. The
streams and waters in close proximit)' abound in many varieties of fish,
chief of which is the spotted l.irook trout.

The
the long

route

now

Nulhegan

follows a natural terrace, past Spectacle Pond,
valley, thence

through a vast

forest,

down

whose ridges

Soon after crossing the Connecticut Rivei".
rise in rapid succession.
North Stratford is reached. This is the junction of the Maine Central

Ammonoosuc, Cape Horn and I'llot
Mountains appearing on the right, with the rich plain of
Lancaster beyond, and we reach Groveton, where the
(Jrand Trunk meets the Boston & Maine Railroad
White Mountains Division), and passengers for Lancaster, Bethlehem, Fabyans, and the Franconia Mountains
change cars, Fabyans being only forty miles distant, and
close connections being made with all trains. There is
some remarkable scenery in the vicinity of (iroveton.
Coming from the south toward the village, the Percy
Peaks will attract the attention of the most indifferent
observer, on account both of their symmetrical form and
color.
The village itself is surrounded by mountains.
Cape Horn, three miles from Groveton (elevation 2735
feet I, can be ascended without difficulty.
Soon after starting frotn Groveton, the train crosses
the Ammonoosuc River, with Cape Horn and Mount
Bellamy on the right, and the Percy Peaks and the Bowback Mountains on the left and front. Portions of the
Stratford and Sugar-loaf Mountains are seen on the
passes over to the

I

north,

and

on the other
side the Pilot

Moun-

soon
swing into
tains

BERLIN FALL^

the train speeds

Railroad, for Colebrook and Diwille Notch, and Fab\ans, Crawford

view.

Notch, etc. The line follows the Connecticut valley for about twelve
miles, passing beautiful meadows, prolific with vegetation, and bordered by mountains on either side. The scenery is a combination of
the beautiful and the frowning, and of high interest to the traveler.
The whitened summits of Percy Peaks soon appear to the left, and re-

to the east, the south

main in si'^lu for about eight miles as the road slowly rounds them.
Beyond Stratford Hollow the line leaves the Connecticut valley, and

about four miles and runs
under the Pilot Mountains,

of

As

the

Percies

peak
advances

over the higher north peak,

and
line

finally eclipses

leaves the

it.

river

The
for

then crosses the river and stDp:

at

StarU, with the precipice of the

and Mill Mountain close at hand on the right.
The former is a sheer cliff 600 feet high, and bears evidence of ancient
natural convulsions. Mill Mountain is 2000 feet high, and is soinetinies
ascended fn.ni Stark 1>\ a walk of one and one-half miles through the
Devil's Slide on the left

i>f the train gains a beautiful di.stinct view of the PresRange, arranged in stately order. The view down the river
from Milan is very beautiful, including the vast forms of Mounts Washington, Adams and Madi.son. The line now leaves the banks of the
rapid Ammonoosuc, and follows the course of a Dead river. At the
lonely water-station of Milan, the track is 1080 feet above the sea.
Head Pond is soon passed on the right, and the traveler gains frequent
glimpses of the White Mountains. The train soon crosses to the course
of another dead river, passes a small pond, and approaches Berlin

the right side
idential

Falls.

On

Company,

the

left,

over the diverging track of the Berlin

soon passes the

fine cliffs

At Berlin Falls

station

Lumber

Goose Eye is seen and the train
of Mount Forest, and stops at Berlin Falls.
we are only six miles from Gorham. It is

the far-away blue peak of

;

the site of the great mills of the Berlin

Lumber Company.

The

falls

by a foot-bridge
over the gorge. Just before descending to this point, the path crosses a
ledge from which a fine view of the Presidential Range is to be had.
It was much lautled b>' Rev. Thos. Starr King.
The following words
are from his pen :are within a few rods of the station,

and

are reached

that in New England there
« Hi, the Berlin Falls.

is anv passage of river
.'
Here we have a
long droughts, and that is fed bv
pouring a clean and powerful tide
ow granite pass, and descending nearly 200 feet in the course

\\"t

Ihiiik

'It

I

II

'..11,,

11

-hi ink-

I,

ir,

K.iii!;elL\

.

liiit

1

\eiv

.

little in

lIiiimi o(

lakes,

nile

Berlin Falls

Lake.
UN THE LITTLE ANDROSCOGGIN RIVER, MAINE.

wood. Beyond Stark water-station some line views are given on the
right and in retrospective, including the I'ilot and Crescent Ranges, the
Percy Peaks, Green's Ledge (sharply cut off on the south). The summits are seen to good advantage across wide and apparently le\'el
plains, and present a specially fine prospect. Just before and after
leaving the station at West Milan, the traveler who looks forward from

is

the point of departure for Errol

Leaving Berlin

Gorham

Dam, Umbagog

Falls, the railway follows a rapidly

grade, the track falling at the rate of about

fifty feet

descending

to the mile until

Glimpses of the silvery Androscoggin River are
gained on one hand, while on either side tower the lofty peaks of the
White Mountain range. Mount Adams, as seen from the right, about
one and one-half miles before reaching Gorham, is said to be the highest elevation which we can look at in New England from any point
within a few miles of its base. Indeed it is the highest point of land
is

reached.

overlooking a station near the base, that can be seen east of the Rocky

—

peak

Tlie

;:even miles distant

is

I

iif

Adams

Mciunt

Mountains.
feet high

15704

from the point

whose elevation

of observation,

is

868 feet,

aljove which it towers nearly 5000 feet. From
same point is also enjoyed a magnificent
\\ew of Mount Moriah, 37S5 feet above the

the

We

valley.

Gorham
ington,

is

are in the heart of the mountains.

the nearest village to

and

northern peaks.

Gateway

Mount Wash-

also the nearest village to the great

as in

It is in fact,

to the

White Mountains."

name, "the
Not onl\'

as an objective point from which to attack

summer

mountains, but also as a

tlie

tourist re-

affords un.surpassed advantages

— an

The Rev. Thos.

Starr

sort,

it

ideal

mountain

King spent

village.

several seasons here, writing his

most charming book, "The White Hills."
Listen to his glowing tribute to this beautiful
village and its surroundings
:

No point in the mountains ofters views tu
be gained by walks of a mile or two that are more
For river scennoble and memorable.
impressive mountain
ery, in connection with
forms, the immediate vicinity of Gorliani surpasses all other districts from which the highest
peaks are visible. The .Androscoggin sweeps
through the village with a broader bed, and in
larger volume, than the Connecticut shows at
Lancaster or Littleton. As a general thing. Gorham is the place to see the most rugged sculpturing and the Titanic brawn of the hills."
•

.

The

village

air dry, bracing,

The nearness

is

.

.

812 feet above the sea, the

invigorating and healthful.

Washingand Adams gives rare

of the great jieaks of

ton, Madi.son, Jefferson

grandeur to the views of the environ.s. The
drives and excursions almost without number

No bamboo rod, no nickel-plated reel
This fisherman emplovs to fill his creel ;
With sapling cut from native bush near by,
And native wit his hook and line to shv;
He

gets -em.

in close

proximity

u Gorliam, have had mucli to

ith

great

the

shadows

richest on the .oliage of the river,

and on the lower moun-

And

ami what more

then the gigantic gray pyramid of Madison witli its
pointed apex, back of which peers the ragged crest of Adams, sliows
to the best advantage.

permit of but very brief mention of a few of the many
One of the delightful
attractive features "in and about Gorliam."
drives in the vicinity of Gorham is known as the .Milan Road, which

the station, one of the finest views from a railway train to be found

Add

populaiit)'.

kept

hotels,

can be desired

Space

t

and

tliese

everal

Diany attractions a
private

tain sides.

].ug^

lioardiiig-houses.

?

will

As

the train leaves

anywhere,

is

Gorham. and

follpws the .A.ndroscoggin through Berlin

Milan Corners, the distance beabout fourteen miles.
Starr King

Falls to

ing

laments that so few tourists
taken this ride and enjoyed

Another one

prospect.

table carriage drives in

of the

have
its

yet

superb

most no-

America

is

that

from Gorham through Shelburne to the
Gilead Bridge on the south bank of the
Androscoggin and back to Lead Mine
Bridge on the north bank. "No drive of
equal length among the mountains offers
more varied interest in the beauty of the
scenery.''

Near the point where the Lead Mine
Bridge road diverges from the Shelburne
is a hill whence is obtained a mag-

road,

view of Mount Madison, with a
charming foreground of velvety meadow.
The Lead Mine Bridge is about mid
way between Gorham and Shelburne \ illage.
From its center a noble view is
obtained of Mount Madison with Adams
and Washington, the river forming a beaunificent

tiful

foreground.

the visit

is

afternoon.

The

between

Then

best time to

five

and seven

make
of the

the lights are softest ami

at a distance of

secured from the right and

N£ UKIDGE

rear.

about a mile from

Its chief features are the

Mimnts Moiiah, Madison and Adams. Just before
what splendid symmetry bursts upon tile view
wlien tile whole mass of Madison is seen throned over the valley, itself
o'er-topped by the ragged pinnacle of Adams. For many leajjues tlie
rout J traverses a region of remarUable l)eauty and picturesqueness.
iiiilik- |)i->)si>eLt

reaciiin;;

of

Slielburni,

'I'lie

effects of

cultivaticjn are

liirler the gracefully

apparent

in

the rich

meadows

wiiicli

winding stream of the beautiful Androscoggin,

making constant and pleasing contrast with the wild grandeur of the
adjacent mountains. As the fertile intervales of Bethel are reached,
Loch M. untain rises on the left, while on the right are the ledges of
.Sparrow Hawk.
Bethel, Maine, is a pleasant and attractive
old village on the Androscoggin River

(

icxxi (eet

above the sea.) On account of its elevation
above the intervales, it is sometimes calletl Hethel
Hill.
The richness and fertile lieauty of these
intervales add greatly to the charming scenery in
the vicinity,
'\

and are a striking contrast

bold mountains on the north.
Hethel as a

It was
resort are many.
King "the North Conway of the

Drives

eastern slope."

and

to the

claims of

summer

called by Starr

l>leasing

The

in the

neighborhood are

diversified, leading to quiet

i|uestered districts.

It

is

and

se-

the point of departure

Lakeside, Cambridge and Rangeley Lakes.

for

Leaving the Androscoggin valley at Bethel,
travels a wild and mountainous country,
we reach Bryant's Pond. We are still 700
feet above the sea.
The " Pond" itself is a beauiful highland lake surrounded by mountains, its
waters abounding in bass and other varieties of
hsh, while trout fishing is abundant at no great
the

mad

until

distance.

ure for

Lakes.
'^xi?

Bryant's Pond is the point of departAndover and South Arm, on Rangeley
Rumford Falls, reached by stage from

Bryant's Pond,

New

is

said to be the grandest waterfall

England.
Leaving Bryant's Pond, we .soon discover that
we are leaving the mountains behind us, and apin

proachinjj the lower levels of that stretch of country leading to the
seacoast.

South
pleasant

Paris, the next point,

Immkt

situated on a

is tlie

hill

railway station for Paris Hill, a

Mount Mica is near
on the east, and is
be "the most interesting

S31 feet high.

Paris

Hill

claimed to

locality (or

rare

State of Maine."
I'lates

of

square;

mica

minerals

Here

six

green

to

are

ten

in

the

found
inches

limpid

beryls;

smoky and rose quartz; black, green,
blue and red tourmaline; feldspar;
garnets and other minerals.
Tudor says that Paris

resembling

is

"a

European original as a cottage does a
palace. .•\t the same time it may

]ilace as little

its

be said, that to the e.xtent in which
it falls short of its great prototype
;is

to architectural

.\ceed

in

the

beauty, does

it

beauties of nature.

surrounded by a circle of
mountains of the most imposing
aid romantic features."
Leaving .South Paris, we approach Danville Junction, twenty^even miles from Portland, the point
i.f
departure for Poland Springs.
South Poland, Me. It is situated
.iboutfive miles from Danville Juneion, at an elevation of something
Its
over 800 feel above the sea.
high altitude and invigorating atmosphere, in connection with the
liL-ing

far-famed Poland Springs water, render the resort one of the most
charming spots for tourists traveling for pleasure or in search of heallli.
.\ fine line of six-horse coaches meet the Crand Trunk trains on arri-

conveying the tourist to the hotel.
Leaving Danville Junction, the train passes through the maritime
towns of Yarmouth, Cumberland and Falmouth, and about three miles
from Portland crosses the Presumpscott River on a bridge 300 feet i:i
length, and for the first time a glimpse of the salt water is obtained,
and a moment later, on the left, is spread out the first view of the
beautiful Ca.sco Bay. with its thr-ee hundred and odd islands, Cushing's
Island with its fashionable hotel and summer cottages, Peak's and
Diamond Lslands, with their numerous hotels, cottages, and boarding
houses, and the innumerable other islands, stretching away in the
distance, surrounded by the blue waters of the Atlantic.
val,

THE " WHITE SqUAO

TTAVVA HOUSE, CUSHING

'
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THE WHITE MOUNTAINS.
^IIE
y

distinguishing

tains

peculiarities

render the White Moun-

wliicli

more

attractive

to

summer

than any other range or
group of mountains on the Amertourists

ican continent are their ease of
access,

and the wonderful

diver-

scenery they afford under
varying conditions and from dif-

sity of

ferent points of view.

Within

few hours' ride from

Montreal,

a

Quebec or Portland, the\' are rendered accessible by the conveniences
of modern railway travel, with none of the hardships characteristic of
former years. With almost inexhaustible resources of entertainment
for the visitor, they attract old friends and new in larger numbers with
each recurring season.
The point of approach, conceded by all the most ardent admirers
of the mountains to be the most impressive and charming, is by way of
Gorham and the Glen. That delightful book from the pen of Kev. T.
.Starr King, " The White Hills," which has become a standard authoril\
on the mountains, was largely inspired and written during the authur'.sojourn in this vicinity. The village of Gorham has long and pre-eminently enjoyed the distinction of being the "gateway to the mountains."
It is the nearest village to Mount Washington, and is pronounced by
Drake, another eminent mountain authority, as occupying a "position
with respect to the highest summits more advantageous than that of
any other town lying on the skirts of the mountains, and accessible by
railway." Passing allusions have been made to the points of interest in
and about Gorham in a previous chapter, and our limits forbid even a
mention of the many delightful drives and walks which may occupy

The grand
panoramic view of the presidential range, however, must not be
omitted. This is had from Mount Hayes, the "guardian of the village,
the visitor's attention during an entire season's sojourn.

erecting

its

rocky rampart over

it,

like the precipices of

Cape Diamond

over Quebec."

As
entitles

a point from
it,

which

to

view Mount Wa>hington. Starr King

' Tin-

iatc

md

aii.l

V"u

.

set

rl,.iir

.

I

.

Crtatoi- at the proper distance- :iik1 angle InappreAll the Ijwer summits are hidden.
Ml ,ur ,,l n,,t looking along a chain, but of see-
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liiiv.v
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ngtiir
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ii>
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'I

I

'iii

I.

III

I,,

,(k of

indiiL'.; iiist

Madison and Adams, and seemenough to the south to allow an

iiiuli fioiu the I'inkham road up over
thill
ir-1 iiiiiiiidr,! ,iihl poi^rd «ith Indescri bable state..ii.pirirU diiiininl tlir jj h f V nf Mount Adaiiis.
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>
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V,
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1

.1

I

iIl;, -

I

.

.

ininence and majesty that

I

.

I

.

.

we were gazing upon."

approacli tii the mountains from Gorhani is by way of the
and the ride by carriage is one of the few remaining vestiges of
"mountain staging." Six-in-hand tally-ho coaches meet the trains of
the Grand Trunk Railway at Gorhani, for the Glen Site and the summit of Mount Washington. The road lies along the course of the
I'eabody Riv?r, which flows into the Androscoggin at Gorhani, having
its sources far up among the mountains.
The road to the Glen is in a southwesterly direction, and frequent
glimpses are given of the noble mountains as the journey progresses.
The view from the Glen, the site of the Glen House, recently destroyed
The five greatest peaks of the White
li\ Inc. are grand and impressive.
.Mountain group are here visible, and at one sweep the eye takes in
Washington, Clay, Jefferson, Adams and Madison, the second being
partially obscured by a spur of Washington, but more fully revealed by
These five peaks are visible from
a slight change of the point of view.
the Glen in greater sublimity and grandeur than from any other point

The

I

;ien,

of observation.

Their massive proportions, from base to summit, are

clearly revealed, without the peculiar "fore-shortening" effect of intervening foot-hills, so noticeable elsewhere. In a clear morning, shortly
after sunrise, they stand out in bold relief against the sky, while their

summits, ragged ravines, and scarred sides, with the wooded
tlie foreground of the picture, fascinate the beholder and command the admiration of even the most extensive European travelers.
In the afternoon, their sharp outlines against the illuminated sunset sky
present a iiicture no less attractive, though differently lighted. And
when the Storm King svyeeps over their summits, crowning them with

rock\-

slopes in

or

clou<!s

wiappinsj

tlitiii

ii

it

and

tinsel uf the

lij^-ht

ning's flash, and anon, touclui
with the fleeting rays of brukLi
sunlight,

still

another majeMi,

and gorgeous scene is present
So that with all the var\iii'^
moods of mountain atmosphere,
the changing scenes, and th.

new groupings presented

fr.iii)

different localities, coupled witli

the

many attractions to

be found

the

immediate vicinity, thr
a most delightful spni.
walk or ride of about a
mile from the Glen brings u:.
to the Emerald Pool, a view of
which we present, and which
cannot be improved upon liy a
description. It is a most restfi
place, the river itself here seem
ing to pause in its madly men
race toward the ocean, as if
in

Glen

cascades, to which the name of
Thonipscjn's Falls has been giv-

From the upper height of
Falls a view is afforded of
Tuckerman's Ravine, while high
above, the summit of Mount
Washington looks frowningly
down. The view thus afforded
is declared by experienced tourists to be one of the best in the
mountains, and it has been reproduced in " Picturesque .Ameren.

the

is

A

1

\

resting for the long, long jounn\
to the

Over ledges of granite
comes plunging in a series of

River.

fleecy vesture, eniliroklered will

the gold

broad Atlantic.

Anotlv
guide-board

;

and a
reached, which points the w,i\,
by a diverging path, to Thoni
son's Falls. A short walk up tinlower slope of Wildcat Moun
tain, and we reach a
brook
which rushes down the moun
mile,

i

I

tain side

on

its

way

to

Peabodv

The wildness

ica.''

of the scene

amid the seclusion of the
est,

the glistening of the

cade

in its

journey

among

for-

cas-

the

mu-

leaf)'

surroundings, with

sical

cadences falling softly on

its

the ear, all conspire to render

the spot most exquisitely charming to the lover of nature, and
the visitor feels well repaid fur
the trip.

Returning to the road, another mile brings us to the patli

which leads

to the Crystal Cascade, said to "divide with Glen

honor of

Ellis

the

most

Ijeautiful

White

being

waterfall

Mountains."

of.

the
the

The path

extends some three-eighths of a
mile through the wood-.

—

Glen Site, on the
Their old name of
Pitcher Falls, given from their shape, has now fully given way to the
more poetic but less suggestive title of Glen Ellis, bestowed by a party
of visitors in 1852. A graceful writer thus describes a visit to the
Glen

Ellis Falls are about four miles south of the

Ellis

River, at the base of

spot

—

:•

Wildcat Mountain.

" Descending by slippery stairs to the pool beneath it, I saw, eighty feet
above me, the whole stream torce its way through a narrow clelt and stand
in one unbroken column, superbly erect, upon the level surface of the pool.
The sheet was as white as marble, the pool as green as malachite. .As if
stunned by the fall, it turns slowly round, then recovermg, precipitates itself
down the rocky gorge with greater passion than ever. On its upper edge,
the curling sheet of the fall was shot with sunlight, and shone with enchanting brilliancy. .Ml below vias one white feathery mass, gliding downward
with the swift and noiseless movement of an avalanche of fresh snow."

waterfalls which have been already

In addition to the cascades and
mentioned, there are numerous charming spots
streams, and

among

the leafy glens,

all along the mountain
which have delighted the
them have been transferred to

many

of

eye of the artist, and not a few of
canvas as a permanent reminder of the delights of a summer at the
Glen. To the lover of the rod, the mountain brooks furnish the added
attraction of being the home of the speckled trout, and many a famous

and follows the old Thompson bridle path to Hermit Lake, thence following the beil of the stream
into the very depths of the Ravine. One remarkable feature of this
the pat?h diverges from the carriage road,

gorge, to be seen nearly the entire season,

the

The mountain views in the direction opposite the great Presidential
Range are scarcely less imposing than those already described. The
Carter Range lies to the east of the Glen, and the peaks of Carter Dome,
Mount Carter, Imp Mountain, Mount Moriah and Wildcat, are prominent features of the landscape. Imp Mountain is so named from the

No

is visible from the road above the Glen Site.
summit of Wildcat a fine view of the Presidential Range can
be had as a reward for an hour's climb.
But by far the most wonderful mountain gorge in the entire vicinity
is the chasm in the east side of Mount Washington, known as Tucker-

it, and that comes spontaneously to the lips.
of gazing and comparative measurement to ht
itself for an appreciation of its scale and sublimity.
It seems as
though Titanic geometry and trowels must have come in to perfect a primitive volcanic sketch. One might easily fancy it the Stonehenge of a pre.Adamite race. the unroofed ruins of a temple reared bv ancient .Anaks long
before the birth of man, for which the dome of Mount Washington was piled
up as the western tower. There have been landslides and rock-avalanches as
terrible in that ravine as at Di.wilie Notch.
the teeth of the frosts have
been as pitiless, the desolation of the cliffs is as complete, but the spirit of
the place is not as gloomy as at Dixville, is sulihim- :itlirr than awful or dispiritmg.
In Tuckerman's Ravine thcri- 1- :i t^i;in
hattie of granite
against storm and frost, a Roman resistance, as thmii^li it luiiUI hold out for
ages yet before the siege of winter and all the hattL-ri).-- of thu air.''
.

—

—

...

1

I

The Mount Washington

carriage road, from the Glen to the sum-

miss the exhilarating

way

trip.

The roadway

is

best reached

\\'ashington.

from the carriage road to the
tlie Glen Site.

About two miles from

visitor

should

a fine piece of high-

winding course,

with easy grades, not exceeding one foot in eight on the average.
carriages are strongly built mountain wagons, each
roadsters, driven

by experienced

The

"

drawn by

knights of the whip,"

The

six sturdy

who know eveiy

traveler will note the changes in vegetation as

the altitude increases, the heavy forests giving

This

and no

itself is

construction, the ascent being accomplished by a

turn of the road.

Mount

.

.

—

From

man's Ravine.

As the rays

other word expresses

grotesque profile which
the

arch.

:

"

mit, furnishes opportunity for a delightful drive,

of the epicure.

sunnuit id

snow

The eye needs some hours

"catch" has delighted the follower of Walton, and tempted the appetite

is

from the Ravine except during a short portion
of each day, the winter's accumulation of ice and snow often remains
until autumn. The mountain streams gradually melt out the underside
of this deposit, forming an arch, often of great beauty. The walls of
the Ravine are called the Mountain Coliseum. .Starr King says
of the sun are excluded

way to stunted shrubs, and

these in turn to mosses and lichens, while at the

summit the bare and

desolate rock gives an idea of arctic climate, wdiich indeed does prevail

the larger part of the year.

The Summit House

furnishes shelter to the visitor, whether his stay

be for a few hours only, or for days or weeks.

The view

frcim the

—

summit

is

indescribable.

Its

overwhelming^.

ity is at

firt:t

of vision

bounds a

immensThe

line

circle nearly a thou

sand miles in circumference; and within
that circle are lakes, rivers, mountains,

dark forests, smiling villages,
an almost endless variety
changing as the gaze

valleys,

and

in fact

of scenery, ever
is

directed to the different points of the

compass. In

glimmer

a clear day the distant

of the Atlantic

may

be seen,

Portland harbor, to the southeast.
In the opposite direction, the horizon

off

is broken by the Green Mountains of
Vermont, with a glimpse of the remote Adirondacks in. New York. AH
around are lakes, mountains, rivers and
villages.
The view is greeted with a
new picture at every turn, and as the

eye learns to distinguish distances it
gradually dawns upon you that you

stand over a mile and a third above the
level of the sea,

land in
rise

pen

New

on the highest point

of

England.

The following description of a sunon Mount Washington is from the
of the author of "The Switzerland

of

America:"

" The grand culminating view from this lofty point of observation is to
bcliad at the rising of the sun.
At early dawn the inmates of the
house are roused, and such as choose to do so arise and dress, and take their
position on the platform east of the building, to watch for the first appearance of the 'golden orb of day.' Beneath you the valleys are still in shimber, and a deep gloom is spread over all, in sharp contrast with the light of
dawn which already illumines the mountain peaks around you. Banks of
mist here and there indicate the location of bodies of water, and possibly
overhanging clouds may partially liide some of the mountain summits from
view. .-Ml eyes are turned expeclantlv toward the east, which is beginning to

...

a faint rosy tinge, deepening everv moment till it reaches a crimson or
perhaps a golden hue, a fitting couch from whicli the brilliant day-king is
about to spring fortli upon his glorious reign, SihMi iil\ <>nv point in the
eastern horizon grows more intensely bright th.m ,iil Mir !.(, and the disc of
the sun is then discernible, quickly increasing In ptM|u.iiioii-, until the broad
face of the great luminary so dazzles the eye ;i^ t<< luiiipil a withdrawal of
the gaze. Looking then into the valleys below. tliL- ctivct is transcendently
beautiful. While the spectator is bathed in the full golden sunshine, the
somber shadows are just beginning to flit away, presenting in the strongest
possible manner the contrasts of light and shade and not until some minutes ha\e elapsed does the new-born day reach down into the deepest valleys
to drive forth the lingering remnants of night."

show

;

Leaving the summil, the visitor

turn

the

to

^lage, or

may

re-

Glen by

may descend

the other side of

the

mountain by the Mount
Washington Railway,
illustrated

in

the

en-

graving on this page.
This railway connects

THh

at
oLii % A., o

II
.

the base of the nioun-

.

^^^.^^ ^^.^1^

^^^ Boston

&

Maine Railroad, one of the great highways of mountain
ing nearly all the celebrated resorts of this region. Six miles from the
base is the famous hostelry of Fabyans, where connection is made with
the Maine Central for Crawfords, the White Mountain Notch, and Conway, while beyond, on the Boston & Maine line, are the Twin Mountain
travel, reach-

House, Bethlehem, and the Jefferson Meadows. .\t Bethlehem Junction
connection is made for Franconia Notch and llie I'mhle House, this line
also being operated by the Boston iS: Maine.

MOUNT

W.'^SHINGTON R.-MLW.AV.

Tins remarkable triumph of engineering skill, e.stending fnmi the

base li the summit of Mount Washington,

now

renders a trip to the

everybody, and the fatigues attendant upon
are here a thing of the past.
Tlie novel road is constructed with an extra c)r center toothed rail,
into which the cog wheel of the engine "meshes," and the train is thus
enabled to climb the grade, as no ordinary engine could possibly do.

summit accessible
mountain climbing

The

trip

to

occupies about an hour and a half, and

it

is

needless to say

that the views afforded from the train are surpassingly grand.

below the
descent.

Each

one engine and a single car, the engine being always
push in the upward journey and to hold it i)ack in the
The safety appliances on the train are such that an accident

train consists of

car, to

is

well-nigh impossible, and not a passenger has e\er been injiui-d

all

the years the road has been in operation.

The view given

shows the train climbing a trestle, several of which are seen
cent, the most noted being known as " Jacob's Ladder."
Tourists from the west

in

liehiw

in the as-

may make

connection with the trains of the
Boston & Maine at Groveton Junction, direct for Fabyans, or at Berlin
or Gorham, by way of Jefferson. A favorite "tour of the mountains"
with many travelers who approach them from the north, is by way of
Gorham and the Glen, including the stage ride to the summit, descending by the railway to Fabvans, from which place side trips may be
to all points of interest, thence returning to the Grand Trunk
Railway via Groveton Junction, Gorham, or Berlin. Or this trip may
be reversed, the tourist leaving the Grand Trunk at Groveton, thence to
Fabyans, anti over the mountain, by rail and stage, to (iorham.

made

—

THE SEASHORE ^CASCO BAY
I

I1-:

Atlantic sea-cuast, from the

(ar

north to the extreme tropthe ideal pleasure resort

ics, is
iif

the

",t*!fl^-R*2

American people. That

portion

of

it

bordering

on

Maine. New Hampshire and
Massachusetts is specially attractive as affording not only

delightful

bathing

beaches,

but also a charming diversity
of sceneiv, appealing to the

lo'

pleasure resorts in abundance

af the beautiful as well as

This

is

providing

especially true of the coast of

abundantly rich in all that goes to make a complete
Speaking of Casco Bay, of which the harbor of the
City of Portland, the eastern terminus of the Grand Trunk Railway
System, forms a part, the following extract from the pen of Edward H.
Elwell, in his admirably written work entitled " Portland and Vicinity,"
will be found truthful and conci.se, and conveys as well as words can,
some conception of this beautiful resort by the .sea:
"Here is a little bay, extending from Cape Elizabeth to Cape Small
Point, a distance of about eighteen miles, with a depth of about twelve
miles, more thickly studded with islands than any water of like extent
on the coast of the United States, there being something over 300
islands in Casco Bay. Unlike the low sandy islands of the Massachusetts coast, these are the most picturesque forms, while bold headlands
and peninsulas jut far out into the waters. There is the greatest possible variety in the form and grouping of these islands. Some lie in
clusters, some are coupled together by connecting sandliars, bare at low
water, while others are solitary and alone. Nearly all of them are indented with beautiful coves, and crowned with a mingled growth of
Maine, which

summer

is

resort.

«

SURF BATHING BEACH or

maple, oak,

and fir, (.•xtemlinij iiften tii the water's edge, and
reflected in many a deep inlet and winding cliannel.
In tlie thick covert of the firs and spruces are many green, sunny spots as sheltered and
remote as if far inl.and, while beneath the wide-spreading oaks and
beeclies are pleasant walks and open glades.
"For the most part they rise like mounds of verdure from the sea,
forest-crowned, and from their sunmiits one may behold on the one
hand the waves of the Atlantic, breaking almost at his feet, and un tlie
liL-t-cli, ]iiiie

other, the placid waters of the bay, spangled

by nndtituilinous gems of

emerald, while in the cim distance he discerns, on the horizon, the .sublime peaks of the White Mountains. It is impossible to conceive of

any combination of scenery more charming, more romantic, more capmore suggestive to the imagination."

tivating to the eye, or
.All

to

the varieties of fish that frequent the

be caught in abundance

tions

i)(

tlie

shores or in

its

New England

in season, either directly

immediate

vicinities.

coasts are

from the rocky por-

Portland, Maine,
coast.

At

its

It

is,

undoubteilly, the loveliest city on

tlie

stands on a high peninsula some three or four miles

Atlantic
in lengtli.

outer, or northeastern projection, the peninsula swells into the

bold height of Munjoy's Hill, crowned with a light-house and an observation tower, from which the grand panorama of Casco Ba>' stretches
out in the foreground, while in the other direction the magnilicent

well, b\ tlie llarpswell
ers,

the "Ancociscci"

Steamboat Company, whose large new steamand " Sebascodegan," make four rouml trips
and New York steamers and the

daily in connection with the Boston

Grand Trunk

trains.

The

route

is

known

as

"The

365 Island Route,"

miles, with magnificent views stretching over

most important of the islands, including
Chebeague, Cliff, Bailey's and Orr's
Islands, on their way to South Harpswell. This company not only
serves the summer residents at many cottages and hotels, but also
gives a lovely day's excursion to those whose time is limited, offering
tickets for the passage and a first-class shore dinner for a dollar.
Among the favorite island resorts of Casco Bay are Cushing's
Island, Peak's Island, with its hotels and cottages. Big and Little Diamond Islands, Little Chebeague, one of the most attractive islands in
the Bay for summer guests. Great Chebeague covers 2,000 acres, and
has a considerable population of farmers and fishermen, schools and
churches, good roads and several summer hotels; Long Island, with
hotels, boarding houses and cottages; Hope Island, with its quiet little
liotel.
Further on, numberless islands gem the blue waters, crowned
with tall trees and sheltering many a lovely cove and sandy beach.
Those who come hither for a summer vacation should not fail to bring
Mrs. Stowe's romance, "The Pearl of Orr's Island," whose scenes were

islands; or over the shell road to Deering's

laid

range of the White Mountains closes up the vista.
Much has been written, in poetry and prose, of the beauties of Casco Bay, of which the harbor of Portland forms a part, Longfellow and
Whittier being most remembered. The house in which Ijongfellow
was born still stands at the corner of Fore and Hancock streets, Portland, while next door to the Preble Plouse stands the ancestral Wadsworth mansion, Longfellow's later residence and still the abiding place
of the Longfellow family. A magnificent statue of the famous poet occupies one of the delightful squares for which this beautiful city is so
noted.

The

drives around Portland probably offer as delightful and varied

attractions as can be found
interesting

anywhere

may be mentioned

in

tliis

.\mong tlie most
East Deering and the

country,

the one leading

b>'

United States Marine Hospital to Falmouth Foreside, some eight or ten
Casco Bay, and its many
Oaks and Woodford's; or to
the beautiful Evergreen Cemetery, with its many monuments. Again,
to Pride's Bridge on the Presumpscot River.
There is also a delightful
drive leading down the coast by tlie great dry-docks and the ship-building hamlet of Knightville to the ancient and favorably known summer
resort called Cape Cottage, while just beyond is the tall light-house on
Portland Head. Tlie shores on this side of the Bay are remarkably
bold and rocky, and after a hard blow a tremendous surf rolls in upon
the unyielding cliffs with a dash of spray, and a roar heard for miles.
Further down on this rocky coast stands the Ocean I^Iouse, and not far
away the lighthouses known as the " Two Lights." Scarborough Beach
lies still beyond.
One of the delightful excursions by boat from Portland is to Harps-

and the steamers

Long

call at the

Island, Great

here

among

among

and

Little

the quiet fisher folk

way

who

for centuries liave dwelt

these sequestered coves.

Orr's Island lies close to Harpswell,

bridge.

Off in the Bay, five miles,

and
is

is

joined to

Ragged

it

bj-

Island, with

a highits

an-

cient houses, the scene of Elijah Kellogg's "Elm Island" stories; nor
should be forgotten Whittier's beautiful ballad, "The Dead Ship of
Harpswell," preserving an old legend of these romantic shores.

On

a great

many

sides of the Bay, are

of the islands, and also upon the mainland on both
numerous cottages and summer resorts. It is not

an exaggeration to say that many thousands of

tourists

can be provided

for in this delightful vicinity.

Cushing's Island, in the beautiful Casco Bay,
miles from the city of Portland, Maine,

is

two and one-half

— eastern terminus of the Grand

Trunk Railway System.

It

contains

:ili..ut

250 acres of hind.

Tlie

(It

tawa llfjLise, one of the finest hotels on the coast ol Maine, is situated
on the island, on an eminence of over 100 feet above the sea, commanding from it broad veranda unrivaled views of the ocean, islands, mainland, harbor and city, with far to the westward the peaks of the White
Mountains ill the horiEon. The hotel accommodates 300 guests; there
are also a large number of cottages on the island, many of which are in
connection with the hotel.

mer months

The average temperature during
and because

the

sum

and invigand the lialsaniic
odors from its fir and spruce groves, the island has long been famed for
its renovating and health-giving powers.
The views from the piazzas of the hotel are magnificent, and those
from the cupola are especially fine. Looking .seaward, "the broad
ocean is before you, stretching far away into the horizon, where the
white sails of the mackerel fleet mingle with the sky line. Far below
you lies Ram Island, with the surf beating on its rugged shores; eastward lie the outer islands of the bay, and Halfway Rock, with its solitary lighthouse; westward is Portland light, and the two lights on the
Cape; seaward the waves are all a-shimmer with sunlight, and departorating

.sea

15

sixty-six degrees,

breezes which continually fan

its

of

its

altitude

shores,

ing ships cleave swiftly through them."

Portland
travel, as

may

from

it

properly be considered the objective point of tourist

all

the resorts of

New England

and the

New England

coast are easily accessible, most of them with but a few minutes' or a

few hours' ride, those better known and in the closest proximity being
Old Orchard Beach, Pine Point, Scarborough Beach, Isle of Shoals.
Portsmouth, Hampton, Rye Beach, and other resorts almost numberless.
One hundred and ten miles northeast from Portland is the cele:

Bar Harbor, on Mount Desert Island. It is reached
by the trains of the Maine Central Railroad, or by the boats of the
Portland, Mt. Desert & Machias Steamboat Co. The island of Mount
Desert lies quite near the mainland, being connected with it by abridge.
It is about eighteen miles long, by twelve in width, ciuite irregular in
shape, and covered with mountain peaks, some thirteen in number, the

brated resort of

Inghc-t Mt (iieen using full\ two thousxnd tcct \\nnt. the sci lL\el
with a hotel at the summit, reached by a carriage road from Southwe
Harbor. The shores of tlie island are deeply indented by inlets ani
bays, being in one place nearly cut in two by Somes Sound, and tin
lia
diversity of scenery thus presented makes it an attractive resort,
Ilarlior is plentifully supplied with hotels, and is the favorite liauiil o
sketching parties, on account of tlie scenery.

and Revere Beach, the latter the popular resort for Bosand sustaining the same relation to that city that
Coney Island does to New York.
The Isles of Shoals, nine miles off Portsmouth Harbor, comprise a group of nine islands, the largest of
which is Appledore. White Island is the location of a
light-house, which the readers of the Atlantic A/oiit/i/y
ton,

will

remember

as the scene of

many

of the pleasing in-

cidents in Mrs. Thaxter's "Child Life at the Isles of

These islands have been for years the favorite
summer home of many of the prominent literary people
Shoals."
of

New

England.

Going still eastward, the beaches of the New Hampand Massachusetts coasts present their claims for
approval, and in the summer season they are the temporary homes of thousands of pleasure seekers. New

shire

~_

"5B:^

"^^
1

lampshire has

•'

ill

of

it

is

Init

eighteen miles of seashore, but nearly

most widely known resorts on tlicj Atlantic Coast,
from its being the locality of so many temperance and religious campmeetings. In addition to its vast expanse of beautiful beach, it has
hundreds of acres of woodland parks and groves, stretching away from
the shore, enclosing cool retreats and shady paths, where the forest has
been left almost in its primeval state. This happy combination of
"woods and .seashore" in one locality, affording a pleasing variety
and gratifying the tastes of all, is one secret of the great popularity of
TIlib uiic ol the

this resort.
It

is

reached from I'ortland by the Boston

& Maine

Railroad, with

Hotels and
boarding places are numerous, ranging in price from one dollar to four
dollars per day.
Si^uthwestward. over the Bostori and Maine, we pass Wells Beach,
Kennebunkpoit, Salisbury, Hampton and Rye Beaches, Boar's Head
frequent train service as well as popular

excursion.s.

and its
Rve and Hampton, are among
and are easily accessible by

availalilc as pleasure resort territory,

liathing beaches, niital)ly

the aioit popular on the .Atlantic coa>t,
rail

and highway.

Many

other localities on the .\tlantie coast are rich in tradition

and legendar\'

lore.

THE SAGUENAY
(~)NE hundred and

thirty miles

waters of

below Quebec, the

St.

Lawrence

largest affluent, the Saguenay,

one of
the most remarkable streanis on this continent, draining a watershed of
immense area, being the outlet of Lake St. John, itself fed by eleven
The Saguenay is 130 miles in
rivers, some of them of large volume.
length, and flows through a rift in the Laurentian Mountains, which
appear to be cleft, as it were, to the very foundations, the height of the
cliffs rising from the edge of the river being equaled only by the deptli
to which they descend below the surface. The great volume resultant
which pours through this remarkable gorge, is in many places
unfathomable. At St. John's Bay, 27 miles above Tadousac, tlie water
is one mile and a lialf in depth, and but little less at Eternity Bay, six
miles bejond. At the latter place, the wonderful capes. Trinity and
Eternit\', like giant sentinels guard the entrance, rising 1,500 feet and
1,900 feet respectively, above the water.
This attractive locality may be visited by ixiat or rail, or a combination of both. The Quebec & l,ake St. Jolni Railway extends from
Quebec to the source of the river at Lake St. John, and thence to Cliicoutimi, at the head of navigation, where connection is made with the
steamers of the K. & O. Navigation Company for the return to Quebec
by water. Or the tour may be reversed by taking the lioat at Quebec,
going down the St. Lawrence to Tadousac at the junction of the Saguenay with the St. Lawrence, thence to Chicoutimi, there connecting
with the railway. The trip from here to Lake St. John is 64 miles,
through a romantic country, and the road is well built and ballasted,
and finely equipped. At Lake St. John a fine hotel, the Roberval.
affords accommodations for 300 guest.s, and is elegantly appointed and
receives

furnished in

tlie

modern

If the trip to the

its

style throughout.

&

through .some remarkably line scenery, in which the noble St. Lawrence
abounds, the river being in some places thirty miles in width, and
dotted with a multitude of islands, abounding in game. The Falls of

St.

Saguenay lie made by water the

bec by the steamers of the Richelieu

tourist leaves

Que-

Ontario Navigation Co., passing

RIVER.

.\nne are on the river of that name, which enters tlie St. Lawrence
lower end of Orleans Island, through a bold ravine. The quaris passed, and is associated with sad mem-

off the

antine station on Grossc Isle

ories of the

famine

in Iix-lnnd.

stricken emigrants, of win

m

It

reccivcfl

^i\ tliousanil

t\vcnt\'

now

thousand plaguein

l:c

a single grave,

marked by a stone mominient.
Ninety miles below Ouebec is the fashionabl c watering place
known as Murray Bay. The river here is twenty mill„'s wide, and tides
therefore as salt
have a range u( twenty feet in height. The water
i^:

as at ally rcaside resort,
features.

and the liathing constitutes one of tiie special
of mountain air and sea breezes produces a
more than ordinary restorative value.

The combination

peculiarly invigorating climate, of

The growing

popularity of this place has created a

class hotel facilities,

and

Navigation Comiiany

this

demand

for first-

liy the Richelieu & Ontario
of the " M)\NO]R KicHELIEU,"

has been met

in the erection

which

beautifully situated at the foot

is

the
Laurentian Mountains, and
overlooking the grand old St. Lawof

The hotel has 250 rooms,
accommodate about 400
thoroughly modern in
is
every particular, and handsomely furrence River.

and

can

guest.s.

It

nished throughout, hot and cold,

»

and

fresh-water

baths

The management
in

accord with

of

salt-

the

in

the

hotel

is

appointments, and

its

the mo^t fastidious will here find that

no feature of modern hotel-keeping has
been overlooked. Intending guests are
invited to correspond

with reference

Address Manoir RichMurray Bay, Que.

to terms, etc.
elieu,

On

the south shore of the river,

further

still

down,

Riviere

is

du

Loup, a place of some importance,
and six miles below it is Cacouiia,
already quite famous as a pleasure
resort, and yearly increasing in popAcross the river from Caularity.

couna
the

is

Tadousac,

far-famed

place

of

at

the

.'^aguenay.

sfMne

mouth

of

formerlv

a

coninurcial

inipor-

tancc as a post of the

on the
which

Lawrence

St.
is

a

little

Ha-Ma Bay
by

six wide.

It

Hudson Bay Ccmipany. ami one

fortified

by the French.

church over 250 years
is si.xty

It

fir;t

towns

old.

miles aljove Tadoiisae, and

has also been

of the

has a good hotel, near

named Grand Bay.

nine miles lonjj

is

The

first

named

title is said to have come from the exclamations of delight which
sprung from the lips of the navigators of the river on its discovery;
and in contrast with the gloomy and forbidding aspect of the lower
portions of the river, it would seem that such an outburst might be perfectly natural. The mountains around Ha-Ha Bay abound in whortleberries, or blueberries, as they are here called, and a very important
industry with the natives is the gathering and shipment to market of
the bountiful hars'est thus kindly furnished by nature, the picking
season extending from the middle of July until the falling of the snow-,
and the supply being inexhaustible.
Chicoutimi, a few* miles beyond, is at the head of navigation, the
Lumberriver being obstructed beyond this point by rapids and falls.
ing is one of its important industries, the immense forests of the
vicinity being as yet almost in their virgin state, and the harbor accessi-

ble to the largest vessels, thus giving

The

it

natural facilities of great value.

Saguenay River and its tributaries is one of the
chief attractions to the sportsman. Salmon abound, and the quality of
the fish taken from such deep, cold water can readily be inferred by the
disciples of Walton. Game also abounds in the forests, some specimens being well worthy the skill and nerve of the trained hunter.
Those to whom the hunting grounds of the more densely populated
sections of country have become tame and uninteresting will here find
novelty, with an occasional spice of genuine excitement.

An

fishing in the

interesting feature of Trinity Bay, enclosed as

it is

with frown-

ing walls, is its wonderful echo. The whistle of the steamer or the
discharge of a cannon is the usual test of its powers of repetition. On
the occasion of the visit of the Prince of Wales and his suite, a heavy

68-pounder was fired from the deck, near Cape Trinity. The result is
thus described by one of the party: "For the space of half a minute

or so after the discharge there

was

a ilead silence,

and then, as

if

the

report and concussion were hurled back upon the decks, the echoes came
down crash upon crash. It seemed as if the rocks and crags had all

sprung into life under the tremendous din, and as if each was firing
68-pounders full upon us, in sharp, crashing volleys, till at last they
grew hoarser and hoarser in their anger, and retreated, bellowing sknvly,
carrying the tale of invaded solitude from hill to hill, till all the distant
mountains seemed to moan and groan at the intrusion."
The scenery of the Lake St. John Region is peculiarly impressive, and when to this attraction is added the abundance of fish and

game, it is not to be wondered at that the locality is every year becoming more widely known, and more extensively visited by tourists,
especially by those who desire to studv nature in her wilder iiin,id>.

slioDting of the wild rapids of the
;i)nie forty miles, to

Grande Discharge, a distance

of

the head of steamboat navigation on the Saguenay,

interrupted by a few portages around cascades which are too perilous

be passed in boats.
But we must take a regretful leave of the Saguenay, with the feelits wonderful attractions.
It
has been tersely described by a writer as a " region of primeval grandeverything
where,
at a
eur, where art has done nothing and nature
single bound civilization is left behind, and nature stands in unadorned
majesty; where Alps on Alps arise; where, over depths unfathomable,
through mountain gorges, the steamer ploughs the dark flood on which
no sign of animal life appears." A better summing up of its peculiar
features, in so few words, it would be difficult to find, and the tourist
who visits the locality will have no occasion for regrets unless it be that
want of lime permits only hurried glances where hours and days
might he enjoyed in realizing the sublimity and grandeur of the locality.

to

ing that but faint justice can be done to

;

gjD^JHiilfefe^
This lake, and

its

ti

ibutary waters, arc the

fresh-water salmon, the

fish

home

of the ounaniche. or

ever tested the

that

skill

of

From

early in June to late in September, the most
be had here, and the followers of Walton come from
parts of the country to match their skill against his prowess. When

the angler.

exciting sport
all

gamiest

captured, the

is

to

game

worth the conquest,

being considered
abouml
weighing from ten to
fourteen pounds each. The forests afford noble sport for the huntsman,
who will be able to test his marksmanship on bears and other large
game. In short the region is a veritalile sportsman's paradise, and well
worthy a visit from the lover of the rod and gun.
A favorite sport with the more venturesome is that of shooting the
rapids, which are numerous on the streams flowing into the lake. The
ilescent to Chicoutimi by canoe, through the Belle Riviere and Takes
Kenogami and Kenogamichiche, is a grand trip, excellcil onh by the
is w'ell

superior to that of the ordinary salmon.
in

spotted trout,

many

of

The

which are of large

its flesh

tributary streams

size,

rangi:ley lakes.

knuwii In the sporting world as the Rangeley Lakes. In
near the western boundary of Maine, north and east froir
Grand Trunk Railway. They are six in number, lieai

the

\ng the unique

Indian names of Oquossoc, Cuhsu]ii:

Mooselucmaguntic, Molechunkamunk, Welokennebaconi
and Umbagog. Some of these are known l)y other nann
They are reached b)' stage from the railwa)' stations, tin
route 'I'la North Stratford comprising a rail journev [
Colebrook, thence stage througli the famous Dixvilli
Notch.

The country surrounding

these lakes

is

almost an uiilun

and high mountains seem to shut them in, as if
the prying eyes of civilization, and deer, bear, caribou, and
mals roam the woods, while the waters of the lakes and sti
land-locked salmon, and other fish.

Dense

.-\.s

dacks.

forests

a healtli resoit, the locality presents nian\

jjttints

of

.\veraging about 1500 feet above sea-le\el, and henin

To the lover of rod and sjun, few spots are more attractive. Trout
weighing from three to eiglit pounds are taken from tliese waters almost daily; one spotted beauty tipped the scales at exactly eleven
pounds, and measured twenty-seven and a <iuarter inches, or t/incYe fishermen
quiu-lers 0/ rt :)/«;-(/,— taken with rod and line, at that.
who rejoice over a one pound trout as a good catch and it is how
weight
at nearly
would you enjoy quadrupling and sextupling that
every throw of the line ? This you may do among the Rangeleys.
The journey by stage to this region is one of great interest, and in
For illustration, take the trip from Bethel
itself richly repays the effort.
Directly after leaving
to Cambridge at the foot of Umbagog Lake.
Bethel, a splendid view is obtained of the meadows and intervales that
lie along the Androscoggin River, the whole hemmed in by mountains
towering loftily in every direction. The sharp contrast between the
verdure-clad meadows, adorned with graceful elms, and the rugged
mountains surrounding them, presents a picture that appeals strongl>to the lover of the beautiful in nature, and one long to be remembered.
A clear view of Mount Washington is to be had shortly after commencing the journey, and the I^residential Range, in stately grandeur, greets
the eye at several points in the trip.
Leaving the Androscoggin valley, the mad turns northward, following up a narrow defile through which Bear River disputes the right

—

—

of

way with

the stage road.
Aliout eleven miles from the starting point a natural curiosity

seen on the bank of Bear River,

known

is

as the " IJevil's Horseshoe."

into the solid ledge, as though impressed by the shoe of a
horse. A little further on, you come to another curiosity,
kniiwn as "Screw Auger Falls," a large spiral channel, worn deeply
into the rock by the action of the water. A short distance from this is
the "'jail," a rocky cell with smooth sides of considerable height, illus-

worn deep
colossal

li

alin"

A

l!ic

mil

idea that

bc\ond,

much resembling
narrow

defile

it is

llic

easier to get into trouble than out of

it.

road enters the famous Grafton Notch, a ra\'iiie
The mad through this

the canyons of the Rockies.

extends several miles, passing

at

one point lictween lun

called the Twin Rocks.
Passing Moose Cave,
another curiosity in natural sculpture, the road soon emerges from the
Notch, and still climbing upward, reaches a high plateau, from which
the first glimpses are hatl of tlie Rangeley Lake system. Turning to the

immense boulders

and passing Upton postoffice, a ride of a mile and a half brings us
Lakeside Hotel, at the foot of Umbagog I-ake, in the town of
Cambridge. From here, all points of the lake system are reached by
the stages and steamers of the Androscoggin Lakes Transportation
Com|5any.
Beyond the Androscoggin Lakes, and northward, in an almost unbroken wilderness, is situated Parmachenee Lake, reached either by
way of Lakeside, Cambridge, or Errol Dam. Steamers take passengers
by way of Magalloway River to the " Lower Landing," thence a buckboard road leads nearly to the base of Mount Aziscohos, a climb to the
summit of which is rewarded by a superb panoramic view.
Round trip tickets to all points, in connection with the stage and
steamer lines, are issued by the Grand Trunk Railway System, and are
on sale at principal ticket offices.
left,

to the

—

-

THK ADIRONDACK
'T'lIE "Adirondack District"

is

DISTRICT.

a term applied in a tract of country

for its general boundaries the St. Lawrence River on the
Lakes Champlain and George on the east, the Mohawk River on
the south, and the Black River on the west. The encroachments of
civilization have so trenched upon these boundaries, that the " Wilderness," so called, comprises only the central, un.settled and uncultivated

having

north.

portion of this tract, almost in
settled country

on

all sides.

primeval

its

The

limits of this

now

description of this region, which even

Indeed, one of

its

with a border of

work

forbid an eNtended

only partially explored.

chief delights consists in the

the venturesome tourist

abounds

state,

is

may make

in its forests, or the fish

new

discoveries that

game

in his search for the

which teem

whicli

in its waters.

—

a wil
The peculiar character of the wilder portion of this region
denicss completely surrounded by civilization —is well set forth in tlir
following extract from the report of the .Superintendent of the Adiron-

dack Survey:
"In these remote

sections, fillril \v't]i riiLv^i-l niinnt.iui':, where nnii..
!,'!
i\ n li;mi:iri^
Htt-;,
'i.',
naiiu'd waterfalls pour in snowy tri- -.
M|n
.,,, k
.ii
hi- lil.nik. t,
the .idventiirous trapper or explorer
pn „,-i,.-. in^ «rli l,n-h,,,i.|r,l
and a heavy stock oFlood. HisriHi-iii inu ,
e
provisions, and his ax aids him in coiislt iie liii;;. linm Ii.hk ui hntiKh, temporary shelter from storm, or hews into logs the luij4e trees whli h h.iin
.

1.

<

.

i

,

-

Iiii.iii
the fierce, roaring, comfortable tired the camp. Yet, though "the w
may pass his liletinie in some section of the wilde
-Ii til
Iti
r peculiar regii
hin
'ilderness may be readily
.:•
,i
boats of the guides, by lakes and run
'i
inn
\v
n
n.
n
for boats, the core, or rather cores. .,i
from these broad avenues of water, ami m liieii )iilennr. -pui- i. Liutm i.. <l,i\
as untrodden hv man, and as unknown and wild as when tlie Indian paddled
his buclien boat upon those streams and lakes.
.Amid these mountain solitudes are places where, in all probability, the foot of man never trod."
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the lo\er of curious scenery the Adirondacks present great vari-

The

region abounds in lakes, large and small, surrounded by

mr)untains, or embow'ered

in forests,

and the

rivers

which

find tlieir

way between the mountains seem.
way through, leaving the sheer
pathway.

A

Chasm, not

notalde example

far

galleries, caves,

from where

and

thi

castellatci

and a source of delight to the
antly spent in its exploration.

i

Upper

Aiisable I'ond, with

scene of wild and pictui'esque

its

Minouiulini; niountiiins, ]ire.sents a

i)eaut\'.

Lalies Champlain and George, borderin<; closely U[)on the eastern

boundary of the Adirondack country, add much to the attractions of
the locality as a summer resort, the whole constituting a happy combination of lake, mountain and river scenerv, uniting a salubrious climate

canoe and gun. The facilities
and the balsamic atmosphere of the Adi-

to line opportunities for sport with rod,
for

camp

life

are unexcelled,

rondack woods
lung

is

well

known

for its curative properties

in

cases of

difficulty.

The

visitor to the

Adirondack region

will scarcely fail to include in

among the lovely scenery of Lake
Champlain and Lake George. These lie directly in the route between
Montreal and New York, via the Delaware & Hudson line, vvhiclr also
brings the tourist within very easy access to the Catskills and the upper
Hudson region, made famous by the quaint legends preserved by
Washington Irving. Lake Champlain is a long and narrow body of
water, its extreme length being about one hundred and twenty-five
his trip a longer or shorter stay

width varying from a few rods to thirteen miles. Its waters
black bass, pickerel, perch and other fish, while its irregular
shores furnish delightful camping places for those who wish to indulge
in outdoor life.
Hotels and summer boarding places are sufficiently
numerous to meet all demands, and the locality is therefore growing in
miles, its

abound

in

popularity, as

it

justly deserves to do.

Lake George, while considerably .smaller tlian Champlain, posmany of the same characteristics. From its nearness to Saratoga

sesses

Springs,

it

furnishes an outlying retreat from the gayeties of that fash-

ionable resort,

many summer

visitors

spending their time alternately

Ijetween the two localities.

The

about thirty four miles in length, and its surface is
thickly dotted with islands, which, combined with its irregidar shores
and jutting peninsulas, apparently breaks the lake into a chain of four
lake

is

and presents a great diversity of scenery. Forts
George and William Henry, or what remains of them, are an answer to
European who complained of America that it "has no ruins," and
to the antiquarian these possess much interest, reviving the memories
uui traditions of the "French and Indian War."
Tlie Adirondacks may be reached by the Delaware & Hudson
Route, via Rouse's Point and Plattsburg; also by the Central Vermont
Line, via .St. Allians and Durlington.
or five smaller lakes,

the

LAKE PORT RESORTS.
RAILWAY
SI)

many

system with

lake ports as

on the

are found
of

ment
sorts,

line

Grand Trunk

the

iL-nds

to

of

the develop-

summer

re-

from the fact that

the large lakes present
in;in\

attractions,

network of railway lines by which tlu
Tlic

.,«f»'

Grand Trunk
coniRcls lakes Ki
terminals,

in

themselves.

of

:iiiil

some

Systeni

>ntario and Huron has a large number of lake
which are acquiring no little celebrity as sunuiKi

ic,

of

<

abiding places for the tourist in search of pleasure,

rest,

or a healthlul

climate.

On

Lake Erie, the following-named places ha\i.
reputation as summer resorts, and are visited yearly \i\

the north shore of

gained quite a

—

numbers of tourists:
Port Colborne, 23 miles west
and Welland Branches, is a place
large

of Buffalo,
of

some

on the Buffalo

& Goderich

1300 inhabitants, with an at
I'ark. with a gon,

tractive resort known as I^umberstone, and luie

summer

hotel.

Port Dover, the southern terminus of the Georgian Bay & Lal.i
Erie and Port Dover Branches of the Grand Trunk, has a populati'n
of about 1300, and offers pleasing inducements to summer visitors in
the way ol bathing and fishing, as well as attractive scenery in tin
vicinity.

Port

Rowan

is

reached by the Soidli Nuibilk Branch, and

is

a

The bathing and fishing facilities are
and a well-protected bay, one of the finest in the Dominion,
furnishes ample opportunity for boating. The place is becoming well
known, and is growing in popular favor year by year.
Port Elgin. Crossing now to the shore of Lake Huron, we find
near the terminus of the Wellington, Grey & Bruce Branch, the flourishing town of Port P'-lgin. with a population of nearly two thousand,
actively engaged in mantdacturing industries, and enjoying the healthtown

of about Soo inhabitants.

superior,

—

attractions.

llier

us,

and

Cotla<;c'S fur

\ke care of all

use are Humer-

lOve

is

who

desire their advantages.

&

Goderich

pleasantly located, on an elevation

125 feet

Goderich,
ranch,

at the

terminus of the Buffalo

Lake Muron. It has
and boating

bathing

nt

summer

a large boarding house, well-kept, at reasonable

together with several good hotels in the town, will

ites,

fine

mineral springs, excelsplendid bicycle

facilities,

and claims to afford "lower livery
than any other watering place in Canada." It has
good harbor, and the lake boats make this an inipor-

tads, beautiful drives,
ites

nt sloi)])ing place.

Kincardine,

ful climate,

baths,

bathing in the breakers on the beach or

and sailing the waters

of the lake.

enjoyable recreation.s, they invite

summer

pitalities of five hotels, as well as private

Southampton,

four miles

goot.1

all

in

the

mineral

of these, and other
and extend the hos-

boarding places.

beyond Port Elgin,

nierits to suniincr tourists, lieing

with

To

tourists,

offers

pleasantly situated on

many

induce-

Lake Huron,

bathing, boating and lishing facilities, mineral springs, and

at the

terminus of the south extension

of

tile

Wellington, Grev

\vaterin';-])lace attraction.'.,

of tourists.

The

Injatint;.

&

Bruce Brancii, also la\-s claim to many
and has five hotels for the accommodation
fishing and Ijathing facditics are similar to

those

enjo\'e(-i

favorahlv
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known
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to the tourist aj
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ami attracti'

a iileasing

CITIES.
THE STATES OR ELSEWHERE.

'T'lIE visitor to Canada from the States will tind much to interest
him in the thriving cities of the Dominion. In some of these he
will observe a marked contrast with the cities over the border; in others.
equally marked similarity; in still others, a striking contrast in different
sections of the same city. The latter is particularly true of some of the
older cities, in which the march of progress is being felt, and there
seems to be a struggle for supremacy between the ancient and the
modern.
Many of these cities have already been referred to in the descriptive
chapters of this work, and man>' cithers are worth)' of more extended
mention than the limits of this hook will permit. .\ jiassing notice of
some of them must suffice.
Ottawa, the political capital of the Dominion, is a point of interest, both from its importance as a city and from the lieauty of the scenery wdiich surrounds it. .Some of the most picturesque landscapes in
Canada are to be found in its vicinity, and the drives about the cit\
and its suburbs are more than ordinarily attractive. The governmeni
buildings are magnificent, occupj'ing a site of four acres, on the river

bank, and are built in the Italian Gothic style. The view they pf'^sent
from the river is jjicturesquely beautiful.
The city is reached by the Grand Trunk System in connection with
the Canada Atlantic Railway from the east, and with the C. 1'. K. foini
the west, with through sleeping and parlor car service.

i; ,'iWt')'*;^,

MAJOR HILL PARK, OTT.

this

work.

the locality

There are plenty
is

of hotel accoiinnodation:

popular with summer

.

and

tourist.s.

Cobourg, Ont., is pleasantly situated on the shore of
Lake Ontario, and has a population of some 4,&oo. It has
ten hotels, two of which are kept especially for summer tourists, who are attracted hither by the beautiful scenery and the
other inducements which are presented to the visitor.
Belleville, Ont., at the junction of the Belleville Branch
with the main line, has a population of about ii.ooo. The
attractions for tourists are too well known to need extended
description, and as they lie iit the highway of travel in the
approach to the Thousand Islands from the west, the locality
is becoming widely known and deservedly popular.
The
Bay of Quinte and its connecting waterways afford delightful steamer trips, and rowing and sailing are among the

summer

delights.

Belleville has several

hotels,

the

Hotel

head of the list.
Prescott, Ont., on the St. Lawrence River, is directly
oii|Mjsite
)gdensburg, on the New York shore, connected
with it by ferry, and thus closely related, commercially and
otherwise. It is a pleasant abiding place, and popular with
SLunmer tourists as a point from which to make e.\cursions
on the beautiful St. Lawrence, it has several good hotels,
and extensive breweries and other important business inter(Juinte standing at the

<

A

pleasant sinninei

gation Co.,
water, or

tile

round

ji'isiny

one way

<

)tta\va

b\- rail aiul

River

Na

returning

7'ice 7't'rsii.

Peterboro, Ont
pleasantly situated on
,

is

via the boats of the

Ir

trip

the ijatewav to

tlie

is

a

thrivin*^

cit\'

of

some

i

i.ooo

inhai^ilants.

Hranch of the Grand Trunk, and
Kawartha Lakes district, elsewhere described in
llie

lielleville

ton,

Cornwall, Ont., sixty-seven miles from Montreal, is a
town of niuch commercial importance, having fine water
power and large manufacturing enterprises, including cotwoolen and paper mills, and has a population of nearly q.ooo, in-

cluding the suburbs.
miles dftwn the river,

Its
is

summer

growing

resort,

Stanley Islands, about seven

in popularity,

and

is reall\"

a delight-

ful re-sort.

Brantford, Ont., is one of the most flourishing towns in the Donuniciii. having a jiopulation of over 17.000.
It is 011 the lirantford &

Til.onburg Branch of the Grand Trunk System, at the juncti.m with
the Buffalo & Guderich Branch. It lias extensive bicycle factories, and
hence,

among

it.s

summer

attractions,

it

naturally includes a fine liicycle

Mohawk Park and Lake, two miles from the city, and connected by electric line, is a new summer resort, attracting not nnl\' the
residents, but visitors from abroad.
On the main line of the Grand Trunk, between Turontu and I'urt
track.

Huron, are several

ini]^ortant towns, interesting to the tourist, thuut^ii

making no special claims as summer resorts.
Georgetown, Ont., at the junction of the Hamilton & .Mlandale
Branch, is a town of some sixteen hundred inhabitants, and of no little

commercial importance. .Vbimt twenty miles west of Georgetown is
Guelph, Ont., with a ]iopnlation of from ten to twelve thousand
inhabitants, is also a railroad junction point, being at the intersection
It wears
of the Wellington, Grey S: Bruce Branch with the main line.
an air of prosperity, and is an attractive looking city.
St. Mary's, Ont., is pleasantly situated, on the main line, and is
also the northern terminus of the

This

list

London Branch.

towns and cities might be extended almost
numerous are the localities which hold out inducements
and in such variety as to meet all tastes; but our limits

of attractive

indefinitely, so
for the tourist,

forbid the use of further space for this purpose.
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The 30,000 Islands of Georgian Bav
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Highlands of Ontario.
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The Mountains of New England and the Sea. Across Niagara's Gorge. Stc. Anne de Bcllevuc. Trains Three and
These publications are protuselv illustrated and contain a fund of information.
Free upon application to any agent of the
Grand Trunk RaiK\a\' Svstem.
lands of Ontario.
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